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PREFACE

Economic Governance is, needless to say, of particular importance in the effort of reducing poverty and
enhancing econornic growth. In this regard, sound Public Financial Management becomes even more
relevant for efficient and effective utilization of scarce national resources. In tum, accountability of policy
makers for actions under their responsibility to the constituencies is paramount as an indicator of good
govemantce. This imposes discipline and thereby improves the quality of decision reached for the good of
the country. Accountability and transparency go hand in hand in propagating openness and participatory
decision-making process amongst the citizenry. It is with this broad goal that the Development Partners
(World Bank, the European Commission, the Department for International Development (UK) and the
African Development Bank) and the Government of The Gambia commissioned the Country Financial
Accountability Assessment in the first half of 2003.

The assignment team consisted of the following members:
World Bank: Marius Koen (Team leader, AFTFM), Mercy M. Sabai (AFTFM, Tanzania) Fily Sissoko

(AFTFM, Senegal) and Hoon S. Soh (AFTP4);
DFID: Susan Matheson and Luke Mukubvu;
AfDB: Jerry Mutonga;
EC: Consultants (Deloitte & Touche).
(The World Bank gratefully acknowledges the financial and other support provided by the development
partners mentioned above.)

World Bank peer reviewers were Preeti Arora (Snr. Country Economist, AFTP4), Ahmadou Moustapha
Ndiaye (Snr. Financial Management Specialist, OPCFM) and Daniel J. Boyce (Snr. Financial
Management Specialist, LCOAA). Carole Pretorius (DFID consultant) was responsible for validating the
factual accuracy and completeness of the report, and the realism and feasibility of recommendations.

The work was completed with guidance of the Country Director (Mr. John McIntire), the Country
Program Coordinator (Ms. Mary A. Barton-Dock) and the Manager: Financial Management - Africa
Region (Mr. Anthony M. Hegarty). Contributions and support by the in-country Head of the DFID Office
(Mrs. Maureen Morrison) and the EC Charge' d'affaires (Mr. Thierry Mathisse) is acknowledged.

The study was conducted during the first semester of 2003 through a combination of questionnaires,
written submissions, desk reviews and interviews with key personnel of Government agencies and other
organizations that participated. The team gratefully thanks the individuals from both the public and
private sectors that participated and submitted comments.

A one-day workshop was held in The Gambia on June 26, 2003 to discuss and consider the draft findings
and salient recommendations, and to provide final inputs towards the finalisation of the report. The
workshop was attended by a representative group of about 50 stakeholders (including development
partners) who participated in and contributed to this process.

Finally, the CFAA team expresses its sincere gratitude to The Honorable Famara L. Jatta (Secretary of
State for Finance and Economic Affairs) and Mr. Banmmy Jagne (Permanent Secretary of the Department
of State for Finance and Economic Affairs) who spearheaded the client participation. In particular the
efforts and enthusiasm of Mr. Lamin Jarju, who acted as the coordinator', is commendable.

I The Government has opted not to appoint a counterpart team. Rather, one person was assigned to act as
coordinator, who liaised with government counterparts and assisted the CFAA team throughout the main mission to
ensure effective collaboration.

- IV -
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A Country Financial Accountability Assessment (CFAA) is a diagnostic tool designed to enhance
knowledge of Public Financial Management (PFM) and accountability arrangements. Financial
Accountability is the obligation to demonstrate and take responsibility for the results of financial
decisions against agreed expectations. In general, these expectations are that funds are used economnically,
efficiently and effectively for the purposes intended. The capacity and quality of the stewardship function
are important determinants of performance, development effectiveness and poverty reduction. The CFAA
is not an audit-nor does it provide a "pass/fail" assessment of a country's PFM system. A CFAA
provides a well-informed and objective assessment, a diagnosis of problems, advice on their resolution
and an indication of the level of fiduciary risk. However, it is not intended to, and does not, provide
assurance on the specific uses to which funds have been or may be applied. A CFAA also facilitates the
design and implementation of a development action plan to support financial accountability. The CFAA
is an important building block for Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) related support.

In The Gambia, effective PFM is promoted through a reasonably sound budget framework. However,
there are a number of serious weaknesses, which create a high level of fiduciary risk (Appendix 1
provides a brief but structured analysis of the fiduciary risk). Fiduciary risk means that there is a risk that
resources are not accounted properly for, that they are not used for intended purposes and that expenditure
does not represent value for money. There are also risks associated with the governance environment.
These weaknesses include poor resource allocation, non-compliance, limited execution, inadequate
monitoring and scrutiny, insufficient capacity, lack of enforcement, non-transparency and poor
parliamentary oversight. Government's pledge to strengthen governance needs to be translated into
measures to address these weaknesses Development partners should support this process and consider
appropriate risk mitigating measures where providing programme support.

Government Financial Planning and Budgeting
Budget planning and resource allocation: The budget planning and resource allocation framework
broadly follows international practice. However, in implementation, there are a number of serious
deficiencies in budget formulation, resulting in poor resource allocation. These are largely the result of
weak linkages between expenditures and policies, poor integration of the recurrent and development
budgets and unrealistic costings. At present spending departments are still preparing annual budgets on
the traditional incremental basis. Although a number of Public Expenditure Reviews (PERs) have been
conducted, they have yet to be translated into revised resource allocations. The PRSP and workshops to
increase public participation in the budget are yet to be fully integrated into the budget planning process
There have been serious concerns over the proliferation of below-the-line accounts, however most of
these concerns are now being addressed by Govemment. The Govemment plans to implement a Medium
Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF), with support from the World Bank.

Budget execution and monitoring: The greatest fiduciary risk associated with budget execution and
monitoring is the long delay in closing the accounts and finalising the general ledger. This significantly
weakens expenditure control and legislative oversight. Currently a cash-based budget is in place, which
establishes monthly expenditure limits. This version of a cash-based budget addresses some of the
concems of this type of system, for example by controlling cash outlays at the conmmitment stage and
prioritising PRSP related expenditures. However, a number of concerns remain. First, that it increases the
bureaucratic burden and delays. Second, that it undermines spending departments ownership of their
budget allocation. And finally, that aggregate fiscal discipline is achieved at the expense of strategic
resource allocation and efficient service delivery.

Aid coordination and external resource management: Formal coordination mechanisms to link aid
policies, projects and programmes to the PRSP and budget are not clearly established. Joint working is
limited, with donors using their own implementation arrangements. The greatest concern is that the
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Department of State for Finance and Economic Affairs (DOSFEA) is unable to project and record the aid
disbursements. This is due to poor information flows between spending munistncs and DOSFEA, poor
coordination between development partners and DOSFEA, and DOSFEA not maintaining a database of
project based assistance. As a result, DOSFEA is unable to optimise the impact of public expenditures.
The IDA portfolio is performing badly, with 75% of committed resources not being disbursed as of
December 2002.

Government Accounting and Financial Reporting
Accounting and reporting: Accounting and reporting statutes appear outdated, based on a framework
from the Colonial past. In response to this, draft legislation on Government Budget Management and
Accountability has been prepared. Late production of financial statements for historical and other reasons,
non compliance with rules and regulations and a proliferation of government bank accounts make the
state of government accounting and reporting in the Gambia, a matter of concern. To date, financial
statements for 1 July 1991 to 31 December 1999 have only recently been finalized. Without timely and
reliable reporting, DOSFEA cannot effectively monitor fiscal developments, including whether aggregate
fiscal discipline is being maintained, and consequently necessary adjustments in budget executions are
delayed. In the interim, the National Emergency Fiscal Committee (NEFCOM) is compiling monthly
figures on actual revenue and expenditure. Monthly reconciliations between the Vote Charge Book
(VCB) and the general ledger are not being done. With the exception of the payroll and general ledger,
accounting records are manual. However the extent to which payroll changes are reconciled at the
originating office is unclear and this combined with irregular staff audits may result in ghost workers
being paid. Eventually, such problems should be minimized with the implementation of the Integrated
Financial Management Information System (EFMIS), which will generate the necessary fiscal reports.

Information technology, internal control and records management: Computerization has been
uncoordinated and implemented mainly to take advantage of incidental opportunities, resulting in an
accounting system that is nearly paralysed. The leadership of IFMIS is not sufficiently strong. The current
internal control system falls short of providing reasonable assurance for achieving effectiveness and
efficiency of operations, reliability of financial reporting and compliance with applicable laws and
regulations. Filing and longer-term storage facilities for accounting documents are not adequate, and
although a standardized filing system is in place, resource constraints undermine its sustainability.

Human resource management: The successful implementation of PFM reforms requires that institutions
be adequately staffed with appropriately qualified and motivated personnel. Currently there are significant
recruitment problems and a high turn over rate, leading to a large number of unfilled posts. The reasons
for this include low job security, a perception of non-transparent appointments and promotions, very low
pay relative to the private sector, poor working conditions and low morale in the civil service. There is a
lack of culture of accountability and enforcement, in a range of areas from reporting to staff management.

Public Sector Auditing
External audit: The Constitution provides for the legal and operational independence of the Auditor
General (AudGen) The previous AudGen was removed from office in 2000 following a Comnumssion of
Inquiry. As the findings of the comnussion were not made public, concems were raised. However, the
Government has pledged that it will strengthen governance in the public sector and therefore it is hoped
that the current AudGen will be able to report independently. The Finance and Audit Act, which contains
provisions for auditing Government accounts, appears to be outdated In response, the National Audit
Office (NAO) is planning to draft a new bill later this year The extremely limited resources available to
the AudGen constrain his ability to be professionally operational There have been significant problems in
meeting the constitutional requirements on accounting, reporting and auditing. Only two reports of the
AudGen have been presented to the National Assembly (NA) over the past two decades. This seriously
undernines the accountability of Government and poses a risk of considerable abuse of funds without
having proper disciplinary checks and balances in place. There are significant delays in responding to
audit queries and follow-up is not rigorous.

- vi -
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Internal audit The internal audit function is not specifically recognized or governed by any law or
regulation The internal audit function is limited to verifying requests for payment against approved
budget lines. It is providing an internal control function, not audit.

Legislative Scrutiny, Public Access to Information, Ethics and Integrity
Legislative scrutiny: The short period between presentation of budget estimates and the year-end as well
as the absence of actual revenue and expenditure figures significantly compromises the ability of the
legislature to effectively appraise the economuc plans and budgets of the Government. While there is
demand for training of the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) to increase understanding of technical
issues, it has not been operational for a few years. Lack of parliamentary oversight results in total failure
to uphold the entire public accountability system for public resources and undermines the financial
accountability of parliament to demonstrate and take responsibility for the results of financial decisions in
light of agreed actions.

Access to information on public sectorfinancial management: There is a strong Constitutional platform
on which to build a robust public access to infornnation framework. However, various legal instruments, if
not used properly, have the potential to limit public access to public financial management information.
For example, the National Media Commission Act, 2002 may limit the ability of civil servants to raise
concerns publicly over corrupt or illegal activities. It is necessary to strike a careful balance between
protecting Government information and building an open society where the public has confidence in the
Government and its civil servants.

Ethics and integrity: There are a variety of instruments to assist in upholding ethics and integrity in the
public administration. However, some of these are not being enforced rigorously In addition, there is
concern that there is no anti-corruption legislation in place.

Local Government Financial Accountability
Although the Local Government Act was promulgated in 2002, there have been delays in enacting the
subsidiary legislation This has led to considerable confusion over the roles and responsibilities of the
local government executive, particularly relating to financial accountability. While conditions vary across
the councils, budgetary controls are generally very poor. Financial recording, using manual ledgers, is of
a very poor quality. For example, accounting records are not kept up to date, basic controls are not in
operation, there is very little segregation of duties between record keeping and authorization of
expenditure and credit control procedures are weak. Councils have not prepared financial statements in
recent years. There are many problems with the draft Financial & Accounting Manual.

Auditing by the NAO is performed on a transactional basis and has not extended to an effective review of
operational controls of the provision of an opinion on council financial statements. The internal audit
function does not exist in most councils. In cases where it does exist, it is not performing its intended role.
The draft Local Government (Finance and Audit) Bill does not require the auditor to perform a full audit
nor form an opinion on the financial statements. The accountability to the electorate and the NA for
moneys received is yet to take effect. Local government salaries are highly uncompetitive and the risk of
dishonesty is significant. While members of the public are entitled to see the financial statements in
council offices, there are few requests.

Public Enterprises (PEs)
The Gambia Divestiture Agency advises Government on PEs' compliance with statutory requirements
and also represents Government on the boards of the PEs. By sitting on these boards, its ability to provide
independent advice to Government and act in the interest of the PEs is impaired. Similarly, line ministries
set the overall sectoral strategy and regulations for PE policies while also monitoring compliance. These
responsibilities should be separated. While the Government has performance contracts with three PEs,
sanctions are rarely applied (although good performance is rewarded). This is partly due to Government
not always meeting its own contractual obligations. Although Government does not provide explicit

- vii -
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guarantees to PEs it does provide on lending, which represent a type of guarantee As Government is a
major shareholder in PEs, it is also exposed to risks relating to the overall liability of the PE. This risk is
mitigated through the statutory financial accountability requirements, assuming these are operating
effectively. A final risk is that PEs have been accumulating arrears to Government. Although a select
commnittee on PEs has been established, it has not been operationally effective.

Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
Information regarding the size of the NGO sector is not being aggregated, either by the NGO Affairs
Agency or The Association of NGOs. This represents a serious gap in the informnation that should be
available. Only half the registered NGO's submitted their required reports to NGO Affairs in 2002. Many
NGOs do not have intemal audit functions, whilst the quality of external scrutiny is not standardised.

The Accounting and Auditing Profession
Currently there are too few professioinally qualified nationals to respond to the growing public and private
sector demand for accounting and auditing services. There is a shortage of suitable local institutions to
conduct full professional examinations. The Gambia Association of Accountants (GAA) does not
administer its own examination for high-level professional accounting training. Continuing Professional
Development is not mandatory, nor monitored by GAA. The Gambia is yet to adopt internationally
accepted accounting and auditing standards. There is no quality control or peer assessment programme to
monitor local auditing firms to ensure that they comply with minimum standards.

Action Plan
It would be unrealistic and impractical for the authorities to try to simultaneously address the many
recommendations contained in this report What is required are small but tangible achievements in all
aspects of public and private financial accountability.

The following action plan establishes a set of actions to achieve fundamental benchmarks in PFM. These
actions are derived by prioritising the recommendations detailed in the report and respond to the key areas
of concern discussed above. The action plan articulates the six priority areas recommended for action by
Government, together with an indicative timeframe for implementation. Successfully tackling these
priority areas represents quite a daunting challenge. However, opportunities exist for continuing progress
in the future and it is hoped that this report will help to facilitate debate. Through sustained political
commitment to change and collective efforts of the public and private sectors, coupled with the technical
and financial support of the donor community, these challenges can provide the opportunities for real
change.

Capacity constraints represent the single greatest challenge for improving PFM. These constraints must be
explicitly factored-in when implementing the action plan. This is particularly pertinent to local
government. In addition, a principal risk for the implementation of such an action plan is the
Government's willingness to pursue reform in a sustainable and consistent manner To mitigate this risk,
Government's pledge to strengthen governance and management of public resources needs to be
translated into actions.

- viii -
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Comprehensive budget planning and reliable budget execution
(Section 2)

1 Integrate recurrent and development budgets and increase realism of DOSFEA
budget estimates in NEFCOMW MTEF through accurate revenue
forecasting and realistic costing of expenditures

2 Strengthen linkages between policies and budget expenditures through DOSFEA &
updating sectoral PERs for Education, Health, and Agriculture & Natural MULTI- 4
Resources, and completing two new PERs in the Infrastructure SECTORAL
(Transportation) and Local Government sectors

3. Establish a proper PRSP monitoring and evaluation system, including DOSFEA
planned annual progress reports

4. Establish formal coordination mechanisms to link aid policies, projects
and programmes to the PRSP and budget DOSFEA

5 Provide spending departments with indicative resource envelopes beyond
the comung month/ quarter to facilitate their planning and management DOSFEA

6 Cash budgeting should be seen as a temporary arrangement, a permanent
solution must be found DOSFEA 4

7 Maintain centralized off-budget expenditure records, integrate them into
the budgetary process, and analyse ramifications for fiscal liability DOSFEA 4

Timely and reliable accounting and reporting (Section 3)

8. Update the accounting records (including bank reconciliations) and DOSFEA 4
urgently close the annual accounts

9 Address immediate concerns with IT systems (OMICRON/ WANG) and DOSFEA 4 4
increase support to implementation of IFMIS

10 Increase resource allocation to NRS to ensure efficient operation Office of President& PMO
11 Compile and implement a comprehensive civil service reform programme PMO

Effective independent scrutiny of Government expenditure
(Section 4 and 5)

12 Issue audit opinions on financial statements for 1991 - 1999 NAO 4

13 Formalize internal audit function in relevant legislation, and develop DOSFEA
function

14. Enhance PAC/Select committee on Public Enterprises effectiveness
through technical training and establish budget scrutiny committee NA 4

15. Launch campaign to raise awareness of the public's right to access public DOSFEA 4 4
financial management information

Sound local government financial accountability (Section 6)

16 Review and enact subsidiary legislation on financial management and Dept. of State for 4 i
revise Financial & Accounting Manual and develop internal audit Local Govt. & Lands
function

17. Improve budgetary controls and review statutory requirement for a Dept cffState for
percentage of budgetary provision to be for specific purposes Local Govt & Lands l

Accountable public enterprises and NGOs (Section 7 and 8)

18. Clearly segregate powers between Government, GDA and PEs to DOSFEA 4
minimise conflicts of interest

19 Discourage offsetting arrears between Government and PEs DOSFEA 4

- ix -
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*I1MST h EMMiihmmrU lResponisible 1-2 3-5
.gency yr s yrs

20. Support NGO financial management strengthening and increase support Dept of State for
to NGO Affairs to promote effective monitoring Local Govt & Lands

21. Amend NGO legislation to improve financial scrutiny. Dept of State for
Local Govt & Lands

High quality accounting and auditing profession (Section 9)

22. GAA to adopt international accounting and auditing standards GAA -1
23. Improve the local accounting and auditing cumcula, and establish an GAA

appropnate accounting professional examination scheme

The World Bank Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) of February 2003 classifies The Gambia in the base
case. For The Gambia to progress to the high case scenario, more ambitious implementation of the PRSP
is necessary. One of the lending triggers for moving to the high case is: improved financial accountability
by implementing the recommendations of this CFAA. It is suggested that achievement of the following
key recommendations would provide the required evidence that significant progress has been made
towards the fundamental benchmarks in PFM:

* Strengthen linkages between policies and budget expenditures through updating sectoral PERs for
Education, Health, and Agriculture & Natural Resources, and completing two new PERs in the
Infrastructure (Transportation) and Local Government sectors.

* Provide spending departments with indicative resource envelopes beyond the coming month/ quarter
to facilitate their planning and management

* Update the accounting records (including bank reconciliations), immediate address concerns with IT
systems (OMICRON/ WANG) and urgently close the annual accounts.

* Issue audit opinions on financial statements for 1991 - 1999.

In addition, such progress in the country's PFM system should serve as an important fiduciary threshold
for the development partners to consider making steady progress away from project lending and
increasingly working through government systems by providing support through adjustment lending, debt
relief and sector programmes.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

*The Gambia has a population of 1.3 mullion people and is the smallest country in Africa (11,295 square
kilometre) The Gambia suffered from a severe economic crisis during the 1980's, which was then
followed by a coup d'etat in 1994. From 1997 to 2001 the economy grew, although this has yet to
translate into reduced poverty. It ranks 160th out of 173 countries in the U.N. Human Development Index
and because of its size, remains very vulnerable to external shocks. As such, The Gambia continues to
face serious challenges for its future growth and poverty reduction. The Gambia completed its Poverty
Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) in April 2002. The country is close to being on track to meet the
Millennium Development Goals, though it will need a concentrated effort in health and education to
remain so. It reached its Decision Point under the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative in
December 2000 and has benefited from interim debt relief under the enhanced HIPC Initiative.

The World Bank Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) of February 2003 was prepared within the
framework of the PRSP, and its objective is to support the government's efforts through a combination of
core diagnostic work and lending As a result, the CAS focuses on three of the five pillars of the PRSP.
Pillar one, inter alia, includes the strengthening of public expenditure management. Planned work in this
regard includes a Public Expenditure Review (FY04), a Country Financial Accountability Assessment
(CFAA) (FY03) and a Country Procurement Assessment Report (CPAR) (FY05).

The principal risk for the irnplementation and effectiveness of the CAS is the Government's willingness
to pursue its reform programrne in a sustainable and consistent manner. This would determine the
Government's ability to maintain a stable macro environment and focus expenditures on the pnority
sectors identified in the PRSP. The high case scenario in the CAS assumes more ambitious progress on
PRSP implementation and the Government fully integrating PRSP expenditures into the budget. This is
an important step towards the development of a Medium Term Expenditure Framework. However, there
are significant weaknesses in the process of budget formulation, execution and reporting. The World
Bank will therefore be providing technical assistance to strengthen expenditure controls along with the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Department for International Development (DFID).

Following the donor Round Table in Geneva (September 2002) the Government prepared a work
programme on PRSP implementation, which will, inter alia, play a significant role in reaching
completion point under the enhanccd HIPC Initiative targeted for the end of 2003. The work agenda
includes-

* Updating existing Public Expenditure Reviews (PERs) in Agriculture, Education and Health and two
new PERs in Local Govermment and Transportation.

* Strengthening macroeconomic and social statistics.
* Tracking poverty-reducing expenditure
* Improving aid-coordination.
* Improving the capacity of the Government of Gambia to produce and audit annual government

financial statements in a timely manner.
* Strengthening the development budget process to ensure investment priorities are consistent with the

PRSP growth strategy.
* Preparing a detailed and time-bound outline of the required donor technical assistance.

The CFAA takes place in the context described above. Various studies and other sources of information
from development partners contain fragmented pieces of information on Public Financial Management
(PFM) in The Gambia The CFAA brings together all the key lessons from these reports, while updating
the information, taking into account the financial accountability initiatives underway and provides an
assessment of fiduciary risk. By Government addressing the concerns raised in this CFAA it will promote
more effective service delivery and greater programme support from development partners.
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SECTION 2: GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING

2.1 Budget Planning and Resource Allocation

2.1.1 Review and assessment of the current system

Legislative framework and regulatory envirojnment
The main legislation governing budgeting in The Gambia is the Constitution, 1997 and the Finance and
Audit Act, 1964 Draft legislation on Government Budget Management and Accountability has been
prepared. The Constitution defines the pnnciples and overall legal and institutional framework for public
resource management. Following the norm, the National Assembly (NA) has the authority to raise
revenue and incur expenditure, and all revenue must be paid into a Consolidated Fund. The Secretary of
State for Finance is responsible for preparing the budget and submitting it to the NA which issues an
Appropriation Act The Auditor General (AudGen) is responsible for auditing the public accounts. The
Finance and Audit Act describes the adm-unistrative framework and control mechanism for public resource
management. The Secretary of State for Finance can authorize withdrawals from public funds assuming
that the withdrawal is covered by an Appropriation Act A Consolidated Revenue Fund and a
Development Fund should be established. The Accountant General (AG) is responsible for preparing the
national accounts.

Given that the legislative framework follows the norm, it is not surprising that budget planning and
resource allocation broadly follows international practice. The Department of State for Finance and
Economic Affairs (DOSFEA) issues budget guidelines and instructions to line mmnistries. Subsequently,
line ministries submit their budget proposals, and DOSFEA consolidates the proposals following bilateral
consultations with the line ministries. Thereafter, DOSFEA obtains approval from the Cabinet and the
NA, and finally presides over its execution. Historically, the system of budgeting was highly centralized,
non-participatory and non-transparent, and resource allocation was largely based on incremental changes
to inputs as opposed to financing particular outputs and outcomes. There are several on-going and
planned initiatives which aim to raise the quality of budget preparation.

Budget formulation
Although there have been some recent improvements (public expenditure reviews and participatory
consultations) budget preparation satisfies only some of the elements of a sound budget system. The
budget does not strategically allocate resources. Instead, it largely focuses on financing specific inputs for
the recurrent budget while the development budget is separately prepared focussing on donor-financed
projects. The development budget is particularly poorly prepared, resulting in large overestimates which
the IMF revises in light of balance of payment data and its own appraisal of the likelihood of financing
being obtained from external loans and grants (Table 1)2. Improved information flow from the donors
who fund most of the development budget could greatly improve estimation of the budget3. As for the
authorities, DOSFEA needs to build its capacity to oversee the preparation, management and monitoring
of the development budget. . Actual development expenditure more closely reflects the Fund projections
than the budget estimates, indicating that the problem lies with budget formulation more than budget
execution4.

2Table I compares Central Government budget figures from the national budget and the IMiF PRGF programme.
Note that some of the differences in the figures are due to classification differences. The Fund reorganizes the
Government figures according to Government Finance Statistics categories.
3For example, donors should regularly update and share the original disbursement schedule prepared during project
preparation. See also section 2.3.1.
4If actual budget outturn does not reflect the budget or the Fund programme, then this would indicate problems with
budget execution
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Table 1: 2002 National budget and IMF PRGF programme
National Budget IMF Programme

Millions of Dalasis (D) Millions of Dalasis (D)
Revenue and grants 1,423 0 1,489 8
Expenditure 2,315.8 1,642 4

Recurrent expenditure 1,256 5 1,222.3
Development expenditure 1,087.3 448.0

Externally funded 949.5 327.0
Domestically funded 137 8 121.0

Source Govemment national budget report, IMF staff reports

Deficiencies in budget formulation are largely the result of weak linkages between expenditures and
policies, poor integration of the recurrent and development budgets, and unrealistic costing.

Linkages between policies and expenditures: Strategic allocation of resources entails evaluating
spending in terms of their impact on policy objectives. However, sectors are not specifying their policy
objectives, target outputs or outcomes, in order to determine the operational relationship between
expenditures and the outputs and outcomes. Recurrent and development expenditures are not viewed
together in terms of their impact on the objectives.

Integration of recurrent and development budgets: The recurrent and development budgets are prepared
and managed separately. There are large overlaps between the two budgets, with the development budget
containing sizable amounts of current spending, and the recurrent budget containing some capital
spending The main difference between the recurrent and development budgets is the source of financing
rather than characteristics of the expenditure.

Realistic budget estimates: Regular overspending and the build-up of arrears indicate that budget
estimates are still unrealistic Utility services seem to be a particularly tempting target for the Govemment
to under-allocate in the budget given that public enterprises do not realistically have the option of
discontinuing service when not paid5. Estimating allocations for counterpart funding have also been
problematic as it depends on project disbursements which are difficult to project. As a result,
development partners have experienced delays in their projects due to a lack of counterpart funding.
Allocation for salaries are likely to be overestimated given that recommendations of the staff audits
conducted in the late 1990s were not fully implemented 6. Other items such as debt service are
underestimated because they do not properly account for unfavourable movements in macroeconomuc
variables such as the exchange rate and the interest rate.

Budget classiffwation: It is generally acknowledged that the budget classification system is lacking in
several ways. The main deficiency is that it does not adhere to a generally accepted intemational standard
such as the Govemment Financial Statistics (GFS). The recurrent budget is organized according to
administrative units (Department of States and agencies), and then classified according to an economic
classification, which does not follow GFS. Some of the Departments of State organize parts of their
budget according to programmes7. The development budget is organized by projects under broad
functional categories, and then classified according to the economic classification. The development

5 See also section 7, Public Enterprises.
6 Problems are due to both budget preparation and execution. The Personnel Management Office conducted staff
audits of the Department of State for Education in 1997, Department of State for Health and Social Welfare in 1999,
and Department of State for Agriculture in 2000. Audits discovered various incidences of incorrectly paid salaries,
including "ghost" employees, approximately amounting to D 1,378,364 (excluding "ghost" employees) for
Education, D 1,226,746 for Health, and D 525,219 (excluding "ghost" employees) for Agriculture.
7 For example, the Department of State for Education organizes their recurrent budget according to basic education,
senior and tertiary education, adult education, etc.
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budget does not have an administrative classification. The economic classification of the development and
recurrent budgets do not correspond to each other.

The IMF Public Expenditure Management advisor drafted a new economic classification system, and the
World Bank Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) advisor will develop functional
classifications. The Government plans on applying the new classification to the 2004 budget as agreed
under the IMF PRGF programme. The new economic classification harmonizes the recurrent and
development classifications and reduces duplicate codes

Off-budget transactions: The proliferation of below-the-line (BTL8) ledger accounts senously
undermined the comprehensiveness of the budget. Although some BTL accounts such as revenue
transitory accounts, remittance accounts for embassies, and donor project accounts are standard in a
number of other countries, The Gambia has several other types of bank accounts that are separate from
the treasury main bank accounts. The large number of BTL ledger accounts weakens budget monitoring
and control because the recording and reporting of transactions of accounts for projects with self-
accounting status are not integrated with the normal treasury accounting process. In addition, balances
shown in the bank accounts of the Central Bank of The Gambia (CBG) were often substantially different
from the accounting records kept at AGD, further weakening expenditure control discipline. The IMF
advisor also conducted a study on BTLs and presented a report in October 2002 with detailed
recommendations suggesting how these accounts could be disposed of or managed within a maximum
timeframe of six months. With the assistance of the advisor, the Government is in the process of either
closing or shifting to above-the-line for approximately 80 percent of these ledger accounts. All remaining
major BTL ledger accounts have their expenditure requisitions reviewed and approved before payment.
All BTL self-accounting units/projects with special bank accounts are now required to prepare monthly
income and expenditure reports instead of the previous quarterly reports. Other off-budget transactions
such as extra budgetary funds, contingent liabilities, self-raised revenues, and quasi-fiscal transactions do
not seem to be significant, although it is difficult to provide a definitive assessment without reliable total
figures. Some of the salient issues are

* Extra budgetary (earmarked) funds: One of the largest funds is the Drug Revolving Fund (DRF)
which in 2002 had D29.8 million allocated from the budget and D4.9 mllion earmarked from health
centre user fees. Not all user fees are earmarked for the DRF as hospitals and health centres
associated with the Bamako Initiative retain their user fees. The amount collected through user fees is
not included in the budget nor is it managed through normal budget execution procedures. When the
DRF was maintained as a below-the-line account, balances in the AGD's accounts showed large
discrepancies with CBG bank accounts. Monitoring improved once the account was brought above-
the-line.

* Contingent liabilities (loan guarantees) Although there still are a small number of public enterprise
loans guaranteed by the Govemment, most of the identified contingent liabilities have been converted
to explicit liabilities through on-lending arrangements The Government no longer provides new
guarantees for external loans of public enterprises, preferring on-lending arrangements. Currently,
there is one external loan, by Gambia Public Transportation Corporation (GPTC), which the
government services in fulfilment of its guarantee9.

* Self-raised revenue: School fees and health centre fees are probably the most important self-raised
revenues in the country The magnitude of these fees is known only partially. The amount of health
centre user fees earmarked for the DRF is known, but the remainder retained and directly managed by
the health facilities, is unknown. School fees collected and retained by public upper basic schools are
the largest component of "other spending," as defined in the PER for education. In 2001, other

8 Refers to accounts that do not form part of the main budget and normally consists of donor project accounts (self-
accounting status), investments, deposits, advances, trust funds and remittance accounts.
9 See also section 7.
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spending was D10.8 million, or 6 2 percent of education recurrent expenditurel'. Each public upper
basic school submits to the Department of State for Education an annual budget, which includes
collection and uses of user fees.

* Quasi-fiscal transactions: The closing and planned liquidation of Continent Bank will be financed
through the issuance of non-interest bearing bonds by the Govemment. Any arrangements by the
CBG for the provision of foreign currency at below market rates, such as for importing petroleum,
should be made transparent and integrated into the budget.

Resource forecasting: At present, the Economic Management and Policy Unit (EMPU) of DOSFEA
collects and consolidates revenue forecasts made by revenue collection agencies. Concerns have been
raised that domestic revenue forecasts have been overly optimistic". Cash flow projections are currently
made on an annual, quarterly and monthly basis and submitted to the National Emergency Fiscal
Committee (NEFCOM). Revenue agencies negotiate their targets with DOSFEA and the IMF under the
PRGF programme. The projections not only indicate the level of expected revenue collection, but also
serve as collection targets for the revenue agencies. Traditionally, customs revenue accounted for over 60
percent of total revenue, but recently the share of income tax revenue has increased rapidly. Customs
revenue from petroleum imports are relatively easy to estimate, whereas non-oil customs revenue and
income tax revenue projections are more difficult. EMPU sometimes receives the customs revenue data
with large delays and then only at an aggregated level. The problem is exacerbated by periodic problems
with the customs conputer system, Automated System for Customs Data. Non-tax domestic revenue are
projected by individual departments without any centralized policy on fees and charges. Projections of
extemal resource inflows continue to be greatly over-estimated.

PRSP
The PRSP, or the Strategy for Poverty Alleviation n1 (SPA-Il) as it is called in The Gambia, was finalized
in April 2002. The strategy focuses on macroeconomic stability, access to education and health services,
decentralization, and rural development through livelihood diversification. Although there seems to be
considerable country ownership of the strategy, its real impact will depend on how well it is integrated
into the budget planning process. In the Call Circular, those sectors highlighted in the PRSP as important
sectors, namely health, education, infrastructure and agriculture are being assigned priority in the
allocation of resources, recognising the constraints imposed by the competing operational of other sectors.
The Strategy for Poverty Alleviation Coordination Office (SPACO), a subvented agency, managed the
preparation of the PRSP, and monitors its implementation. Presently, there are expenditures such as those
related to Women's Bureau, NGO Affairs and Madrassa (Islamic) schools which are not defined as PRSP
related but could be. Conversely, there are examples of expenditures that are identified as PRSP related
expenditures but which perhaps should not be identified as such.

Public Expenditure Review
PERs improve budget planning and resource allocations by analysing the composition of spending, its
consistency with policy, and the effectiveness of programmes and activities. They serve as building
blocks for the eventual implementation of the MTEF and as transparent forums for coordination with
donors regarding sectoral policy and expenditure priorities. PERs were first conducted in 1998 for
Education, Health, and a combined Agriculture and Natural Resources. They were subsequently updated
in 2001, and currently the respective Department of States, particularly Education and Health, have
expressed interest in updating them for the current year. Eventually, the PERs should be annually
updated as part of the budget process. In addition to the updating of the PERs, the Government has
initiated two new PERs in the Infrastructure (Transportation) and Local Government sectors.

The impact of the PERs, as well as the PRSP, depends on the extent to which they influence resource
allocation through their integration into the budget preparation process. It is beyond the scope of the

to Chapter 5, page 19 of the PER for education.
"World Bank Development Policy Review, 2003.
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CFAA to analyse the extent of integration, but preliminary analysis indicates that budget preparation has
not resulted in resource allocations which adequately reflect PER and PRSP priorities (table 2)12.

Table 2: 2003 Sectoral recurrent expenditure as % share of total non-interest recurrent expenditure
Education Health Agriculture

PRSP 26 7 20.3 7 3
PER 23.6 NA NA
Budget 17 9 15.5 4 5

Source Govemment national budget reports, PRSP (STA-II), PERs

The 2001 recurrent budget for key PRSP sectors was less than the PRSP projections and, in the case of
Education, less than the PER target. The development budget is dominated by transportation and
communication projects (49 3 percent), while health and education development expenditure would need
to be substantially increased if the recommendations of the PRSP and PER are to be implemented. For
example, according to the Education PER, the classroom rehabilitation and capacity expansion needed to
achieve policy objectives would require D540 million by 2005.

The MTEF
The Government plans to implement a MTEF in order to improve the quality of resource allocation.
Donors have pledged support in recognition of the limited local capacity to tackle the many challenges of
implementing the framework. At present, spending departments are still preparing annual budgets on the
traditional incremental basis. A resident MTEF advisor funded by the World Bank Capacity Building and
Economic Management Project (CBEMP) began in February 2003 He has prepared a three-year work
programme which envisions the gradual adoption of the MTEF, starting with implementation in pilot
departments in 2004 before full implementation in 2005. The timetable seems ambitious judging from
the experiences of other countries, although the fact that PERs have already been conducted in several
key sectors should facilitate the implementation. There are several components to proper implementation
of a MTrEF: (i) sector goals and policies consistent with the PRSP; (ii) a comprehensive macroeconomic
framework, including realistic estimates of available resources, over the medium term (three years); (iii)
resource allocations in line with the policies and the resource envelope; and (iv) effective budget
implementation.

In addition to the PERs, there are several other technical initiatives which support the adoption of the
MTEF. A Steering Committee composed of staff from DOSFEA and AGD as well as various advisers,
guides and manages these initiatives as part of its responsibilities for managing the implementation of the
Integrated Financial Management Information System (IFMIS). The initiatives include revising the
budget classification, integrating the recurrent and development budget, and outlining the structure of
departmental programmes.

Fiscal decentralization
At present the operations of the local authorities are relatively small, but the Govemment has prepared a
draft Local Govemment (Finance and Audit) Bill which formalizes the transfer of funds from the
Consolidated Fund to the local government authorities (City, Municipality, or Area Councils) which
should not exceed ten percent of their capital budget. The Bill is designed to provide adequate resources
to the local govemment authorities such that they are able to fulfil their increased responsibilities as
outlined in the Local Govemment Act, 2002. A significant proportion of these responsibilities are key
anti-poverty services. The Bill also authorizes the transfer of funds to the local govemments in the form
of grants for specific programmes and for the purpose of targeting poorer areas for support, and in

12 A more thorough analysis would involve an evaluation of the impact of the PRSP and on the composition as well
as the level of resource allocation, with particular attention to policy objectives, programmes, and expenditures
linked to outputs and outcomes A PER would be more appropnate for such an analysis. The present analysis
which compares aggregate sectoral spending only serves to indicate possible discrepancies between policy and
resource allocation.
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addition it authorizes local govemments to raise revenue through local taxes and fees. Accountability
arrangements require each of the local government budgets to be approved by the Secretary of State for
Local Government as well as the Local Area Council, which is the local government elected body"3 .

Fiscal decentralization is meant to improve participation and accountability by devolving responsibilities
for expenditure management to the lower levels of govemment which are in closer contact with the local
population. The potential risks are that local authorities will operate under "soft" budget constraints and
implicitly assume bailouts from the centre This could significantly increase fiscal indisciplne at the
macroeconomic level

Participation and transparency
DOSFEA has been conducting participatory consultative workshops on the budget for the past two years.
The workshops are organized forums through which representatives of various public agencies and the
private sector, including line departments and civil society organizations, exchange views and information
on economic forecasts, sector goals and policies, and expenditure prionties.

Strengthening of public accountability is an on-going process in The Garnbia. For the Government,
SPACO plays a leading role in coordinating efforts to implement participatory methodologies. The
overall goal is to promote accountability, transparency and effectiveness in the use of public funds
through civic engagement in the budget cycle. Participatory methodologies applied to the budget process
encompasses various techniques such as participatory budgeting, de-mystification and analysis of the
budget and public expenditure tracking surveys.

The participatory consultative workshops on the budget have provided civil society with an opportunity to
analyse the budget and to provide inputs into budget formulation. In addition to these workshops,
SPACO hopes to initiate and coordinate other participatory initiatives outlined in the PRSP. In particular,
SPACO hopes to initiate "Citizen Report Cards," which are client satisfaction surveys designed to elicit
citizen feedback on the quality, efficiency and adequacy of key public services Citizen Report Cards are
a mixture of qualitative and quantitative research methods surveying citizens on their level of satisfaction
with public service providers, which were first successfully implemented in India and Philippines. They
complement the Service Delivery Surveys currently conducted by SPACO in collaboration with the
Central Statistics Department (CSD), NGOs and key sectors. These surveys assess the service providers
directly, specifically on schools and health facilities.

As with all such participatory methodologies, their impact on improving transparency and accountability
depends on the extent to which Govemment is willing and able to incorporate them in the budget process.
Even if willing, capacity constraints of the Government agencies involved in the budget process might
limit their incorporation. Ultimately, participatory instruments will have a real impact when those
involved in the budget process demand the information these instruments generate. By focusing on policy
objectives, which would normally include quality of service provision, a MTEF would increase demand
for independent assessments of service provision such as those provided by Citizen Report Cards. At
present, it is too early to fairly assess the impact of the participatory initiatives.

2.1.2 Recommendations

Short-term (1-2 years)
* Strengthening the linkages between policies and budget expenditures, integrating of the recurrent and

development budgets, as Govemment moves towards MTEF. (Ongoing)
* Update sectoral PERs for Education, Health, and Agriculture & Natural Resources, complete two new

PERs in the Infrastructure (Transportation) and Local Govenmment sectors, and increase active
participation by DOSFEA. (Ongoing - SPACO member is now assigned to DOSFEA)

13 See section 6 for further details.
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* Secretary of States to ensure that budgets are prepared in a realistic and affordable manner and are
revised in a timely and appropriate manner.

* Strengthen Government's capacity to forecast revenue and expenditure for the medium term.
* Establish a proper monitoring and evaluation system of the PRSP, including the planned annual

progress reports, this would further ensure its integration into the budget.
* Adopt GFS economic classification for all government financial reports (Ongoing).

Medium-term (3-5 years)
* Although technical initiatives are important, the Government also needs to carefully consider a

sensitisation and training programme to generate ownership, support and commitment to the MTEF
among all stakeholders.

* The level and composition of budget allocations must better reflect the PRSP and the sectoral PERs,
and policy priorities of the PRSP and PERs should be re-examined and adjusted if necessitated as a
result of changing macroeconomic and fiscal realities

* DOSFEA needs to build its capacity to prepare, manage and monitor the development budget, which
needs to be better integrated with existing strategies and policies.

* On fiscal decentralization, reduce the reliance on central government transfers by identifying
appropriate local tax sources, and improve the predictability of central transfers by committing to a
transparent system of formula.

* Government should continue to explore the possibility of utilizing various participatory
methodologies to strengthen transparency and accountability of the budget process.

* Fiduciary risk management requires that DOSFEA maintain centralized records of off-budget
expenditures in order to monitor their development, integrate them into the budgetary process, and
analyse their ramifications for fiscal liability.

* The rest of the recommendations made by the IM/F advisor, on the handling of BTL accounts, should
be implemented within a reasonable timeframe including the writing off of unreconciled balances.

* Adopt GFS functional classification.
* Promote a bottom-up approach of citizen engagement in the budget process through participatory

methodologies

2.2 Budget execution and monitoring

2.2.1 Review and assessment of the current system

The budget execution system delivers through expenditure control mechanisms, including in-year
adjustments It includes cash planning and management which allows the Govemment to meet its fiscal
deficit and borrowing targets while achieving its monetary policy objectives. Historically, The Gambia
broadly followed a standard budget execution and monitoring cycle. Upon approval by the NA,
appropriations are released to Departments of State and other spending agencies through an annual
warrant and controlled through quarterly expenditure limits on Other Charges and Gambia Local Fund
(GLF) outlays. Departments enter into commitments through contracts and orders, verify the delivery of
goods and services, receive bills or invoices, and prepare and issue vouchers which are first sent to the
Internal Audit Department (LAD)'4 and then the AGD. The AGD issues the check and records the amount
in the General Ledger, and then the CBG pays the check. In response to continued problems with
aggregate fiscal indiscipline (see figure 1), this standard system has been modified since the last quarter
of 2002 with the implementation of a cash budgeting system managed by NEFCOM. The committee that
draws representatives from DOSFEA, the President's Office, AGD and IAD, reviews all expenditure
commitment requisitions and determines priorities In the absence of required monthly budget
implementation data, the committee relies on unofficial data prepared with the assistance of the IMF

14 The IAD does not seemed to have been following standard practices, as indicated in section 4.2
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advisor and that is collected from DOSFEA and AGD. Preliminary data, as shown in figure 1, indicates
that aggrcgate fiscal performance (demonstrated in the primary balance15) improved significantly in 2002.

Figure 1: 1999 - 2002 Basic primary balance in millions of Dalasis
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Source: IMF staff reports

It is generally acknowledged that the greatest fiduciary risk associated with budget execution and
monitoring in is the long delay in closing the accounts and finalizing the General Ledger. The lack of an
up-to-date General Ledger significantly weakens expenditure control and legislative oversight. At present,
the AGD has finalized the annual accounts only up to 199916.

Cash budgeting'7

DOSFEA prepares monthly cash plans, which set limits on cash outflows (mainly expenditure) based on
projected cash inflows (receipts from tax and non-tax revenues) and constrained by the fiscal deficit and
financing targets. Past patterns of revenue and expenditure are used as a guide for the projections, but
efforts are made to account for variations in flows due to changing economic conditions, lumpy
expenditure needs, and unforeseen contingencies.

An annual cash plan is prepared which is in turn the basis for rolling quarterly and monthly projections.
The quarterly and monthly projections are updated based on actual flows which are reconciled with bank
account transactions at CBG. Based on the cash plan, NEFCOM sets limits on broad categories of
expenditures where the limits on recurrent expenditure are set on a monthly basis and for development
expenditure on a quarterly basis. The limits on recurrent expenditure do not pertain to statutory payments
such as salaries, pension and debt service, while the limits on development expenditure deal only with the
GLF component and excludes expenditure funded by foreign resources. Spending limits are based on
broad categories of expenditures which allow managers flexibility in allocating funds within each
category but limited flexibility across categories'8.

15 Primary balance is domestic revenue minus total expenditure and net lending, excluding interest payments and
externally financed capital (development) expenditure.
16 The issue of delayed closing of accounts is further highlighted in section 3.1. The present section focuses on
procedural and organizational issues for budget execution and monitoring.
17 Alternatively, "cash budgeting" is called "cash rationing," given that all budgets are in cash as opposed to accrual,
and NEFCOM rations expenditure based on cash availability. The important distinction is that monthly expenditure
is strictly constrained by cash availability under cash budgeting, whereas reallocations of expenditure among
different months (through financing) is normally allowed under a less constrained "cash management" system.
18 Reallocations across categories are allowed only if total spending for the spending dept. is less than its cash limit.
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An innovative feature of this system is that it helps to control cash outlays at the commitment stage - this
assumes a narrow definition of a commitment which is based on the use of purchase orders' 9 A commnon
criticism of cash budgeting is that it results in greater payment arrears. Government arrears have been a
significant problem in The Gambia, although their exact magnitude is unknown because the accounting
system, exacerbated by lax recording practices, does not provide the necessary information. Nevertheless,
total arrears are probably not insignificant given that payment arrears to public enterprises alone
amounted to D79.0 million in January 2003, or approximately 1. I percent of GDP. The problem of arrears
under cash budgeting typically arises because it is designed to control cash outlays at the payment stage
as opposed to the commitment stage, and thus it is unable to prevent an increase in unpaid vouchers. The
present system in The Gambia attempts to circumvent this problem by requiring spending agencies to
seek NEFCOM's approval before entering into any commitments and issuing any orders (see figure 2).
The disadvantage of such a system is that it results in multiplication and duplication of intemal control
steps which contribute to an increased bureaucratic burden and delays. In addition, further centralization
of the payment process under the NEFCOM arrangement undermines managerial autonomy of the
spending agencies and weakens their sense of ownership of their budget allocations.

Figure 2: Budget Execution Under Cash Budgeting
Central Agencies Spending Depts.

DOSFEA NEFCOM Internal Audit AGD
I Issues
annual wan-ant

2 Issues quarterly
and monthly cash
allocations

3 Issue request for placing
order

4 Checks against
budgetary allocations

5 Checks against
cash allocations

6 Place and receive order,
record in VCB, issue voucher

7. Checks procedures
and documentation for
completeness, records
in registrar

8 Checks compliance
with regulations

9 Checks against
budgetary & cash allo-
cations, and records in
general ledger

10 Issues checks
Source: Discussions with Government officials

At the present moment, it is too early to pass judgment on the success of the cash budgeting system given
that the system is still evolving and it has only been two quarters since its implementation. Figure 1 shows
that aggregate fiscal performance significantly improved in 2002, and this seems to indicate that the cash
budgeting system has had a significant impact. A significant proportion of the improvement was due to
revenue performance. The shortfall for other charges improved slightly from the previous year, whereas
control over spending on wages and salaries deteriorated. NEFCOM seems to have had the most
significant impact on controlling domestically financed development expenditure20.

19 It is understood that in the Gambia a significant amount of expenditure occurs without the use of purchase orders,
invoices lying in desks until the next receipt of cash, resulting in significant problems at year end.
20 Actual domestically financed development expenditure was less than programmed in 2002 mostly due to the
shortfall in development spending from HIPC expenditure, but the results should be viewed with caution since there
are indications that the preliminary data on HlPC expenditure may not be tracking all transactions.
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The cash budgeting system, together with significantly improved revenue performance, seems to have
been largely successful in creating and maintaining aggregate fiscal discipline and, in addition, it has
increased use of and demand for timely data on revenue and expenditure. The main concern with cash
budgeting is that aggregate fiscal discipline is achieved at the expense of strategic resource allocation and
efficient and effective service delivery Although the new system caters for prior commitments, it has in
periods of temporary cash flow squeeze led to standing obligations such as subventions to schools and
tertiary education institutions being reduced to about 80% Since affected institutions use the subventions
to pay teachers salaries and other operating costs, a crisis could soon develop. The reduction in
domestically financed development expenditure causes concern. Expenditure reductions should ultimately
be based on strategic policy changes It is possible that the system targets certain items in a non-strategic
manner, such as operations and maintenance which were significantly reduced in the last quarter of 2002.
Perhaps in recognition of such potential deficiencies of the system, NEFCOM members have made efforts
to strategically allocate resources, such as by identifying PRSP related expenditures in order to give them
higher priority.

Another potential deficiency of the system is the lack of predictability of the cash releases, without which
spending departments would not be able to effectively plan the use of their resources. Unpredictability of
cash releases undermines linkages among policymaking, planning and execution, including any reforms
such as the MTEF designed to strengthen these linkages. Another problem that should be addressed by
DOSFEA and AGD is that cash allocation figures used by NEFCOM take about two weeks to reach the
users because of the multiple administrative and internal control steps. Cash budgeting should be seen as
a temporary arrangement as its' long term operation could distract the Government from tackling
fundamental issues of budget management and efforts to implement a programme based, multi-year
expenditure planning framework.

2.2.2 Recommendations

Short-term (1-2 years)
* The highest priority should be placed on closing the annual accounts and updating the general ledger.

(Ongoing)
* Government should ensure that staff members are properly trained by the IMF advisor in preparing

the fiscal reports and the role of AGD increased by taking responsibility for producing these reports.
(Ongoing)

* Spending departments should be provided with indicative resource envelopes beyond the coming
month or quarter in order to facilitate their planning and management of the budget through greater
predictability of the release of resources.

* Investigate the issue of reductions in cash budget allocations that are alleged to have led to a 20%
reduction of subventions to schools and colleges. Take corrective action immediately to eliminate it
having a negative social impact. (Done)

* Communicate monthly cash allocations to AOs promptly, in order to facilitate cash management. For
example, after the NEFCOM allocation meeting, copies of cash allocations could be sent to all AOs
for downward communication to those who handle budget implementation. (Ongoing)

* Establish a mechanism for controlling commitments which applies to all forms of expenditure.
* Ensure that any budget revisions are approved by the NA prior to actual incurring of expenditure

Medium-term (3-5 years)
* Cash budgeting has contributed to aggregate fiscal discipline, but it should be seen as a temporary

arrangement A permanent solution is to continue implementing fundamental budget reformns based
on the MTEF initiative
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* As the cash budgeting system evolves, the priorities for allocating cash limits should be based on a
more balanced approach between long term development priorities of the country and short-term
fiscal exigencies.

2.3 Aid coordination and external resource management

2.3.1 Review and assessment of the current system

Aid coordination
The Gambia receives aid from a number of bi-lateral and multi-lateral donors. The Gambia PRSP (SPAII)
provides the national framework for development. However, formal co-ordination mechanisms to link aid
policies, projects and programmes to the PRSP are not clearly established. This prevents optimal use of
aid funds to support the implementation of the PRSP. Programmes or projects funded by UNDP are
coordinated by the Office of the President. The multilateral institutions' programmes are coordinated by
DOSFEA. Bilaterals deal with DOSFEA and directly with sectors. As a result, aid co-ordination is
complicated for Government.

Within the donor group, there are a number of co-ordination mechanisms. These include thematic group
meetings, bilateral meetings and the recent establishment of sector or sub-sector groups that will operate
at a technical level. Specialism amongst donors is starting, thereby reducing the co-ordination costs for
the government. However, it was observed that to date, only a limited level of joint donor working was
taking place.

Each donor uses their own implementation arrangements for the projects or programmes they support.
This again complicates the management and implementation of aid. However, there was some support to
move towards sector wide approaches (SWAps) in key sectors, which would promote common
management and implementation arrangements.

External resource management
The Loans Act of 1970 and the General Loan and Stock of 1991 provide the legislative framework for
debt management. The Loans Act states that the Secretary of State for Finance has the authority to
contract loans, but the NA needs to give its approval for external loans There are no legal limits on new
borrowing, guarantees, or on-lending, and no distinction is made between domestic and external debt.
The legislation needs to be revised and updated to reflect current best practice.

The Directorate of Loans and Debt Management, DOSFEA is responsible for the nationally executed
externally funded projects. The main donors currently providing financial support through loans to
Gambia are African Development Bank, Islamic Development Bank, International Fund for Agriculture
Development, Kuwait Fund for Economic Development, World Bank, Arab Bank for Economic
Development in Africa, and Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries. With respect to grants,
the main donors are International Fund for Agriculture Development, European Commission, Germany,
Japan, UK, World Bank, International Development Fund and The African Development Foundation.
External resources cover approximately 90 percent of the 2002 development budget.

The Directorate maintains a debt recording database system, and all loan agreements are kept in the
Directorate. The debt report produced through the database system are distributed to various agencies
including the Macro Economic Planning Unit, DOSFEA, IMF, and the West Africa Monitoring Institute.
However, only loans that require counterpart funding from the government budget, are captured in the
budget

The most serious issue however, relates to the bypassing of DOSFEA in projecting and recording the
actual disbursement of project funds. This problem is due to: (i) line departments not sharing the
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infornnation they have despite being required to file returns (this is particularly a problem with below-the-
line items); (ii) the government not maintaining active contact with all of its development partners, (iii)
the development partners not actively sharing estimates of expected disbursement; and (iv) DOSFEA not
maintaining a database of all projects funded through external assistance. As a result, the development
budget estimates are incomplete. A Public Investment Programme was developed to coordinate all project
expenditures and estimates from line departments but this has not been functioning well.

Similarly, Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) executed projects are not recorded and therefore these
activities cannot be taken into account to promote an optimal allocation of government resources both
within and across sectors. Direct payments by donors to the providers of goods and services are also
difficult to capture. There is no operational system for capturing these funds.

Together, this undermmnes the ability of DOSFEA to plan the budget based on all resources available,
thereby jeopardizing the efficacy of public expenditures.

Physically monitoring project activities is the responsibility of the Project Monitoring and Evaluation
Unit of DOSFEA, and the unit is required to conduct quarterly monitoring visits. In practice, very few
monitoring review visits are carried out to assess progress of the implementation of externally funded
projects, due to manpower constraints.

IDA portfolio
As of end of December 2002, there were six IDA projects amounting to US$99million. Half of these
projects, which represent about 46% of the total commitment, were approved within the last two years.
There are three major sectors that IDA supports (social services; urban/private sector, and economic
management) detailed in the table below. Most of the projects are implemented by Project Implementing
Units (PIUs). PIUs are mainly responsible for the coordination and implementation of the projects, which
includes management of project funds and external auditing. These are considered to be independent
units, although they work closely with their respective line ministries/sectors through the project
management committees.

Table 3: Gambia IDA Portfolio: as of December 31.2002

Sector Comnnitment Undisbursed
US$ million US$million

Social Services.
Participation, Health, Popul. & Nutrition 18.0 10 3
Third Education 20.0 5 8
HIV/AIDS Rapid Response 15.0 14.5

Subtotal 53.0 30.6
Urban/Private Sector:
Poverty Alleviation &Capacity Building 15.0 7.1
Gateway 16.0 14 3

Subtotal 31.0 21.4

Economnic Management:
Capacity Build for Econ. Mgt. 15.0 13.1

GRAND TOTAL 99.0 65.1

As of December 2002, about 75% of the committed IDA resources were not disbursed indicating poor
performance of the portfolio. The CAS dated February 2003 and Country Portfolio Performance Review
(CPPR) carried out in April 2002 identified several factors contributing to poor performance. These
include: (i) weak project institutional set up - currently most of the project units are not integrated into the
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relevant government/line ministries structure and this limits their role to coordinate and monitor project
effectively; (ii) poor contract management resulting in delays in procurement of goods and services, (iii)
delays in submission of audit reports; (iii) poor financial management capacity and reporting; and (iv)
delays in the timely availability of counterpart funds. Arrangement for procurement and financial
management differ from project to project. Some PIUs hire staff to handle these functions. Others have
contracted out these functions. For example the Gateway project has contracted out the procurement
functions and the HlV/AIDs project contracted out the financial functions.

The Development Credit Agreement requires projects to submit final audit reports within six months after
end of the project financial year As of January 2003, three out of ten audit reports were overdue, as they
did not include financial statements of the executing agencies.

2.3.2 Recommendations

Aid coordination and External Resource Management
Short-term (1-2 years)
* DOSFEA to design a mechanism to ensure donor resources and government resources are co-

ordinated effectively around the PRSP (SPAII). This should build upon the sector groups that have
recently been formed.

* DOSFEA to establish a government-wide aid tracking system, to capture all grants given to
DOSFEA, line ministries, departments and NGOs. This will ensure full recording and accounting of
all external resources

* DOSFEA to revise and update the loans act and debt management systems to reflect current
international best practice2i.

Medium term (3-5 years)
* Strengthen capacity to co-ordinate and record external assistance at the sector/ministries level, as

sector-wide approaches are introduced
* The debt strategy and the database system should be strengthened to ensure the proper management

of public debt, particularly the tracking of domestic debt.
* Physical monitonng, to assess progress of the implementation of projects, could be initiated by

implementing standard monitoring reports such as the World Bank's Financial Monitoring Reports
and should be accompanied by impact assessments.

IDA portfolio
Short-term (1-2 years)
* Conduct more financial and procurement training courses for project staff.
* Conduct regular reviews of statements of expenditure.

Medium term (3-5 years)
* Start phasing out use of PlUs by integrating project coordination and implementation into the line

nunistnes structure for the new projects/SWAps. This will build greater permanent institutional
capacity within the government structure and will also ensure greater continuity and ownership of
projects by respective line ministries.

21 Debt Relief Intemational recommended the following. (i) a clear descnption of the approval process, including
the type of analysis needed before contracting loans, (ii) a policy on external borrowing, including the level of
concessionality, and consistency with poverty reduction and economic development objectives; and (in) regulations
to ensure that legislations is properly enforced and responsibilities clearly defined
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SECTION 3: GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL REPORTING

3.1 Accounting and reporting

3.1.1 Review and assessment of the current system

Legal framework for accounting and reporting
Relevant statutes establishing the financial reporting legal framework commonly cited as the Finance and
Audit Act, 1964 - Chapter 75:01 of the Laws of The Gambia although last revised in 1990, borrow greatly
from pre-independence statutes. The statutes relating to Government accounting and financial reporting
appear outdated and terms reminiscent of those used during the Colonial period still remain in current
legislation. The AG has the statutory duty to prepare annual financial statements within eight months after
the end of the fiscal year and the AudGen is required to audit the accounts and issue an audit report within
a period of two months thereafter. The Secretary of State for Finance is required to present the audited
annual accounts to the NA at the earliest sitting of parliament following completion of the audit. The end
of the fiscal year is fixed by statute as 30 June but as from 1997, the Government changed the year-end to
31 December although statutes have not been amended to reflect the change. The Government should
regularize the change of the year-end. Development partners have submntted their comments on the draft
legislation on Govemment Budget Management and Accountability. This report does not attempt to
address these issues in detail again Whilst sonie provisions contained in the proposed legislation are
discussed in this section of the report, this does not imply that they are the only areas of concern.

Functions and responsibilities of the Accountant General's Department
DOSFEA has a current organizational structure where the main functions of budget planning, revenue
collection, expenditure control and monitoring as well as financial accounting and reporting are split
among four out of six heads of department reporting to the Permanent Secretary (PS). The AG is one of
the four and has two deputies who are respectively in charge of Treasury Services and Accounting as well
as Control and Computer Units. The Finance and Audit Act and FIs make the AG, Paymaster, Receiver
General and Chief Accounting Officer of Government. FIs also spell out the roles and responsibilities of
AG Whilst the roles and responsibilities of other departments in DOSFEA, the PS and the Secretary of
State are set out in the relevant legislation and regulations of service. However it is understood that for
various reasons, tensions do occur between the various departments over the implementation of, and
compliance with, relevant legislation. This situation poses a risk that effective implementation of
govemment programmes may be undermined. Therefore, it is important that sources of conflict are
identified and resolved. This will then form a more sustainable basis for any required revisions to current
financial legislation and ensure that revised legislation adequately reflects: (i) modern budget
management methods; (ii) accounting and reporting requirements; and (iii) the safeguarding of internal
controls.

Accounting and financial reporting system
The AG is the chief financial accounting officer of the Government and is assisted by a team of
accounting personnel found in the AGD as well as accounting staff stationed in other government
accounting units such as line ministries, departments or diplomatic missions that are headed by an
Accounting Officer2 2 (AO). Accounting staff placed within an accounting unit are accountable to their
AO but have a professional reporting obligation to the AG. Their role includes both the accountability
function i.e. ensuring institutional compliance with financial statutes, rules and regulations and in
response to requests of the AOs the provision of basic reports and data. The typical functions include
initiating payments and ensuring proper coding when recording them in the Vote Charge Book (VCB).
The VCB allows for a detailed record of expenditure, approved estimates, virements or supplementary

22 The term means "Permanent Secretary, Head of Department, Division Commissioner, Counsellor of an overseas
or foreign mission Financial Instructions (1989 Edition), chapter 1, definition 0103
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estimates and commnitments for the spending agency and often represents the only accounting
records/reports generated by these units. However it is understood that not all spending agencies maintain
such levels of detail. With the exception of the payroll and general ledger, accounting records are manual
and the main books to be maintained in accordance with Financial Instruction, 1989 (FI) are:

* Asset registers for fixed assets, and those for valuable movables such as shares, debentures and
revenue stamps

* Revenue registers.
* Cash books.
* Principal and subsidiary journal books.

23* Establishment registers

In addition to the AG having an obligation to prepare annual financial statements, a budget variance
report, monthly payroll and advances report are prepared. Monthly extracts of the general ledger are
supposed to be prepared but this is currently not being done because the Wange electronic accounting
system has hardware constraints. As a result, monthly reconciliations between the VCB and general
ledger are not being performed. In addition, bank reconciliations that should ideally be done monthly are
having to be performed on a quarterly basis for a variety of reasons including delays in receiving bank
statements and details of entries summarized thereon. Whilst the AG has details of all bank accounts that
have been authorised by the AGD, it is understood that the exact number of government bank accounts
currently in existence is not known. With the aid of technical assistance, the reconciliation of the Treasury
main bank account is being done using a spreadsheet format and as of 31 March 2003, the bank
reconciliation for December 2002 had been completed with an unexplained reconciling difference of
D128,282 06. Work has already started on the January 2003 bank reconciliations and the intention is that
by the end of the year the backlog will have been cleared. The effective functioning of the AGD is to a
large extent lirnited by the following main factors:

* Some accounting records were taken away by Commissions of Inquiry which were set up in 1994 to
facilitate investigation into allegations of corruption and were not subsequently returned A
significant accounting backlog was created and a lot of human hours were diverted to clearing the
backlog at the expense of tackling current tasks and systems improvement.

* Accounting systems that are essentially not computerized except for an obsolete Wang2 5 electronic
accounting system that lacks hardware and software reliability.

* Significant human capacity constraints in the AGD that hamper effective on the job training, the
introduction of professionalism, planning and systems improvement.

By 1994 the accounting backlog was such that the accounts for the period 1 July 1983 to 30 June 1991
had just been prepared and audited. At present, financial statements for the period 1 July 1991 to 31
December 1999 have been finalized and were submutted for audit in March 2003 Recent studies initiated
by the Government and development partners have confirmed the fiduciary risks posed by this state of
affairs. The AG has set her sights on preparing the accounts covering the penod 1 January 2000 to 31
December 2002 by the end of the year 2003. The major challenges of the past still remain but there is
hope that public sector accounting could see a turn for the better if government with the help of donors
addresses the main hurdles.

23 This refers to a staff register kept by each GAU that contains personal employee details such as their full names,
sex, qualifications, date of first employment, grade etc.
24 Refer to section 3.2.1 for a detailed description of the system
25 Current efforts to upgrade the level of computenzation are covered under section 3.2.1 below.
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Significant delays in maintaining the general ledger have meant that monthly fiscal reporting26 could not
be prepared in the standard manner. Without timely and reliable reporting, DOSFEA cannot effectively
monitor fiscal developments, including whether aggregate fiscal discipline was being maintained, and
consequently necessary adjustments in budget executions are delayed Eventually, such problems should
be minimized with the implementation of IFMIS which will generate all the necessary fiscal reports.
However, the system will take several years to develop as the design of the system processes and
architecture has just begun.

In the interim, NEFCOM has been compiling actual figures on revenue and expenditure from internally
compiled figures and various other sources, including the Central Revenue Department (CRD), Customs
and Excise Department (C&E), CBG, Directorate of Loans and Debt Management (DLDM), and the
AGD. Figures necessarily will be less reliable than if they were generated from the General Ledger
properly reconciled with bank accounts, and therefore they should be viewed as interim solutions until the
General Ledgers are up-to-date Currently, the IMF Public Expenditure Management Advisor has been
playing a key role in developing and producing the reports, There is also some concern that DOSFEA
staff members are devoting too much time to data collection and the preparation of these reports when
they should ideally be analysing the data and adjusting budget execution and policies based on the
analysis At present, although AGD is a member of NEFCOM which produces the reports, it does not
seem to play a central role in producing the reports.

The proposed legislation on Government -Budget Management and Accountability, which is currently
being discussed, contains the following proposed amendments that may pose implementation difficulties:

* Part VII paragraph 41 (3) proposes that the annual government financial statements be prepared and
presented to the National Audit Office not later than three months from the end of the financial year.
Present statutes require annual financial statements to be prepared and presented to the NAO within
eight months but this objective has never been achieved even once, over the past twenty years.

* Part VII paragraph 42 (b) proposes that annual financial statements should have a balance sheet
showing the assets and liabilities of the consolidated fund It should be noted that this requirement
would be practical only if it refers to assets and liabilities recorded under the cash basis of accounting.

Governrment accounting bases
Government accounting in The Gambia follows the cash basis of accounting. All transactions are
recognised on receipt and payment respectively of cash. BTL accounts have balances can be carried
forward from one financial year to another in contrast to voted expenditure which are cleared on an
annual basis. Current financial reporting does not comply with the International Public Sector Accounting
Standard (IPSAS), Financial Reporting under the Cash Basis of Accounting, promulgated in January
2003 by the Public Sector Committee of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC).

Flow of funds
Statutory requirements: All government revenues are required by law to be credited to the Consolidated
Revenue Fund27 that is administered by the AGD and to be banked promptly into the Treasury Main
Account held at the CBG. The Treasury main bank account is operated in accordance with instructions
from the AGD28. Revenue collecting accounting units of the Government have no right to utilise funds
received by their revenue collectors and refunds are not allowed, except for a few specified cases and for
which the procedure is prescribed in the FI. The FI stipulates that no liability shall be incurred for which
there is no approved budget. When it comes to paying for goods, the Fl require that local purchases be

26 Refer to section 2.2.1 for a detailed description of the preparation of these fiscal reports
27 The exception is 'Below the Line Income & Expenditure Items' such as Donor Funds, Special Funds and the
Development Fund, which, in terms of the Finance and Audit Act, 1963 - Chapter 75 1, Section 10, subsection 2,
shall be kept in separate accounts with the Accountant General
2B However, instances have been reported where transactions have directly been effected by DOSFEA.
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received and checked prior to payment except for pre-agreed cases where an advance payment not
exceeding 10% may be paid. While, current accounting and control measures are insufficient to
completely eradicate unrecorded liabilities, measures that were recently introduced through NEFCOM
may help to mitigate this risk.

District sub-treasuries: There are sub-treasuries located in all 5 districts of The Gambia each of which is
headed by a Commissioner who acts as the AO and is supported by accounts personnel, assigned by the
AGD. About 95% of revenues received by collecting agencies such as Customs, Taxes Department, The
Police and Courts in the districts are in cash. These moneys are required to be paid over to the sub-
treasury within a specified period that ranges from one week to a month. Each sub-treasury has a main
safe used for storing bulk cash. The safe has two keys, one of which is kept by the AO and the other by
the sub treasury officer and both have to be present when opening and closing it. Every week, staff from
IAD visit each sub-treasury to check on records and conduct cash counts and determine whether there is
excess cash that requires baning. If there is a shortage of cash, requests for replenishment from the
Consolidated Revenue Fund are made by the relevant AO to the AG Cash payments are initiated by way
of appropriately authorised wan-ants sent to the Commissioner by relevant ministries or departments. At
the end of the month, cash books and all supporting documentation certified as correct by LAD are sent to
the Control Unit of the AGD. Internal controls appear to be functioning as required and do not manifest
significant shortcomings that pose a fiduciary risk.

Payroll, pensions, staff loans and advances
Personnel data is maintained by the PMO using their computerised personnel management information
system Payroll is prepared using the outdated Wang system. Currently accounting units send monthly
payroll input data to the Payroll Section in AGD that inputs the data and performs input/output control
checks against a proof list. The system does not prepare user-friendly variance reports that highlight
changes, which could be checked against documents and authorizations at the munistries to verify the
correctness of the payroll information. However the final payroll is sent to the originating units who are
required to maintain a copy of their input data. The extent to which the originating units check their
original inputs against the final payroll is unclear, but is probably limited. The PMO has the responsibility
of conducting staff audits on a regular basis If these two activities are not carried out comprehensively,
the opportunity for payments to ghost workers could occur.

Pensions are paid out of recurrent budget. Whilst staff loans and advances have been curtailed in recent
years, but in the past there have been instances where loans and advances have been provided which
cannot be paid prior to retirement.

3.1.2 Recommendations

Late production of financial statements for historical and other reasons, non compliance with rules and
regulations and a proliferation of government bank accounts make the state of government accounting and
reporting in the Gambia a matter of concern. Government has taken largely uncoordinated but
commendable steps with the help of technical assistance funded by donors such as DFID, IMF and the
World Bank, to remedy the situation but with limited success Recommendations provided in this section
should therefore be taken in this broader context and would require a coordinated approach if they are to
be successfully implemented.

Short term (1-2 years)
* Prepare financial statements for the period 1 January 2000 up to December 2002. (Ongoing expected

to be completed by December 2003 with TA support).
* Establish a comprehensive list of all govemment bank accounts.
* Prepare a target timetable for clearing the backlog of bank reconcihations and monitor progress

monthly. Officers should be involved in resolving material long outstanding reconciling items.
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* In compliance with normal stakeholder consultation procedures, the proposed legislation has been
circulated for comments from both government departments and development partners. These
comments and any proposed changes should now be circulated and discussed at a key stakeholder
workshop to ensure that all relevant issues have been addressed and any contradictions highlighted.

* Any new legislation should clearly set out accounting and reporting responsibilities and the
safeguarding of internal controls. The roles and responsibilities of AOs should also be clearly spelt
out.

* Given that recent history shows delays of up to 10 years in the preparation of financial statements it is
recommended that a period of six months subsequent to year-end be allowed until the proposed
IFMIS is implemented.

* Subsequent to any revision of current legislation, revise and issue new FIs and commence
development of financial procedures manuals.

* Establish a mechanism to ensure that all outstanding balances are deducted before gratuity and
pension is paid.

* Review and update (where necessary) control procedures to ensure regular reconciliation of payroll
data

Medium term (3-5 years)
* Eventually integrate the payroll system into the IFMIS.
* Provide training to accounts staff on the new financial procedures manual and to AOs on their roles

and responsibilities.

Long term (5-10 years)
* Gradually comply with the reporting requirements of the International Public Sector Accounting

Standard, Financial Reporting under the Cash Basis of Accounting by phasing in the required
disclosure requirements for the preparation of Government financial statements.

3.2 Information technology, internal control and records management

3.2.1 Review and assessment of the current system

A sound and modern public financial management system is normally supported by

* appropriate information technology that enables timely input and generation of accurate budget and
accounting data and information;

* sound internal controls that facilitate checks and balances and ensure the integrity of data and
information generated; and

* a records management system that safeguards budget and accounting documents and enables easy
retneval and access by authorized personnel.

Computerization and the IFMIS
No overall information technology (IT) policy exists for the Government to serve as a design and
implementation framework for the public service2 9. As a result, computerization has been uncoordinated
and implemented mainly to address immediate risks or to take advantage of incidental opportunities, such
as donor funded projects with an IT component.

29 Fortunately, under the World Bank CBEMP, an Information Systems and Technology Strategy had been prepared
that provides the framework for the modernisation effort of the financial management information systems only.
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At present the accounting system is nearly paralysed. The AGD currently use a Wang computer system
that is run on COBOL and FORTRAN languages to process payroll and pensions and the general ledger.
The system is obsolete and the hardware is falling apart because spare parts are hard to come by and in
addition there is only one programmer in the country who had statutorily retired and had to be recalled to
operate the system. According to an audit management letter issued by the NAO in 2002, the same person
has also 'been responsible for operations of the computer room'. Lack of appropriate human resource
capacity for both the accounting as well as the computing functions pose a major risk to the attainment of
efficient accounting and financial management systems. The current disfunctioning of the accounting
system necessitates that management spent a significant part of their time devising short-term solutions
just to keep afloat instead of focusing on strategic issues. At present, the AGD is monitoring trial runs that
are underway to migrate payroll, pension and general ledger to a system called OMICRON that was
acquired nearly four years ago in 1999. Although the OMICRON account fields are restricted, measures
are being taken to ensure that the GFS classification recommended by the IMF is accommodated in the
account coding structure. Given that the timely preparation of financial information has been a perennial
problem for nearly two decades in the Gambia, the government should be commended for coming up with
a plan that gained donor support to introduce IFMIS. A study by international consultants was
commissioned and completed its report in August 2000, following which the World Bank CBEMP with
an IFMIS component worth USD 5.36 million, was launched.

The objective of the IFMIS is to enhance the efficiency, accountability, and transparency of the financial
management functions of Government such as (i) planning and budget implementation; (ii) accounting,
including recording and analysis of financial transactions, (iii) cash management; (iv) integration of other
relevant systems to the IFMIS; and (v) supporting capacity building in management information systems
and technology. To improve the chances of success, the system will be implemented in an appropriately
phased manner by piloting in certain departments within Government prior to a full rollout. Currently
there is a consultant working on the implementation of the IiFMIS project component and the general
impression is that the project is on track and data migration should take place as originally planned by
December 2004. However, given the chequered history of computerization in Government there are a
number of key risk factors that need to be addressed, namely:

* There is need for sutained leadership of 1FMIS otherwise there is a high risk of project failure because
the overwhelming majonty of computerization projects fail due to lack of committed and focused
leadership

* IFMIS has a maintenance cost which could be significantly higher than the cost of IT applications and
hardware in current use and this should be a major consideration during the selection process. The
additional cost should be justified by the incremental benefits to be derived from the new system and
secondly, the Government including the Executive should be made aware that they would be
shouldering additional running and maintenance as well as future development costs It should be
noted that the significant costs would have a direct impact on the recurrent expenditure budget that is
already under stress.

* Human capacity constraints in the domains of IT and accounting are acute in the Gambia and more so
in the civil service and there is therefore a clear need for a strategy to address the issue. IT training
would require significantly more attention and resources than in the past if the programme were to
yield expected dividends.

* The lack of provision of financial management information for decision-making is a major weakness
of the current budget and accounting system and hence there is a need for a consultative stock take of
current and future management information needs. Senior civil servants in the Ministry of Agriculture
for example lamented the inability of the current system to provide minimum financial management
information such as the overall treasury data based on which monthly cash allocation are determined.

* OMICRON was acquired in 1999 and nearly 4 years later it is not fully operational. It is important
that, the reasons for the delay be clearly identified to ensure that they do not repeat themselves in thc
new IFMIS
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Internal control
A definition of intemal control provided by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission3 0 states that internal control should be "designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding
the achievement of objectives in the following categories:

* Effectiveness and efficiency of operations
* Reliability of financial reporting and
* Compliance with applicable laws and regulations."

Judged against this definition, the Govemment internal control systems fall short in many respects and
there is a need for improvement especially in the area of financial accounting and reporting as discussed
above. Also, accounting systems are inappropriate as for the most part, the system generates stand-alone
data and information which sometimes results in duplication of effort and in certain instances important
information that is not reconciled with relevant sources. An example of duplication is manifested in the
control of payments that is performed in the initiating accounting unit, NEFCOM, IAD and in the
Treasury Unit. All of these organs keep the same set of corresponding accounting data that are not
however cross checked and could potentially have three different control balances Another example is
that of general ledger extracts that are not sent to ministries for reconciliation with the VCBs because the
Wang computer's printer is dysfunctional and OMICRON is not yet up and running. Measures are being
taken to address the inefficiencies of operations including IEFMIS which is intended to address the lack of
reliable financial reporting. Finally, non-compliance with applicable laws and regulations is mainly
attributed to human capacity problems and an accounting system that is not operating as expected.

Records management
A department of National Records Services (NRS) is charged by the country's Constitution, National
Records Services Act, 1993, and the Finance and Audit Act, 1964 with storing public records and
National Archives. The department is headed by a director who reports to the PS in the Personnel
Management Office (PMO) and has a total staff complement of around 200 of which only 15 are based at
head office in Banjul. A written National Rec,ords policy that applies to manual records only is supported
by an operations manual that was first prepared by a consultant in 1993 and has since been reviewed and
updated twice. The policy covers disposal of records and is reviewed periodically by a National Records
Advisory Committee consisting of the PS in the PMO, Auditor General, Solicitor General & Legal
Secretary, Attorney General's Chambers and the Director General of the National Intelligence Service.
Most Government records are kept manually and also given that there is no IT policy, it is not surprising
that NRS has no written policy for electronic record keeping and archiving and have not been involved
for example in current computerization projects such as OMICRON and IFMIS One positive sign is that
during 2002 an IT-umnt was established within NRS but it is under resourced and would require a lot of
capacity building to function properly. It is clear that the volume and importance of electronic records
will continue to grow in Govemment. In anticipation of this, there is need for a written Electronic
Records Management Policy and for a clear plan to be prepared for the training of personnel in the NRS-
IT Unit and all these costs should be factored into the planning. Management of the NRS noted that
budgetary constraints for both recurrent and capital expenditure handicap their efforts to make the
department fully operational, to improve the safeguarding of government documents and to implement the
records management decentralisation programme.

An end of project review of the DFID supported Records Management Project, which concluded in May
2002, indicated significant progress in all the project target areas, namely: improving and strengthening
paper based and electronic financial, personnel, hospital and judicial records and building capacity of the
NRS. Two NRS specialists based at Headquarters are monitoring the implementation of the filing system
at 16 departmental accounting units. However, visits to the munistries of Health, Agriculture and

30 Governance in the Public Sector, An ECSAFA Perspective, ECSAFA, June 2002, par 4 2, pp 33.
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Education indicate that filing and longer term storage facilities for accounting documents are not
adequate, that although there is a standard filing system in place, resource constraints are compromising
its sustainability. All this points to the fact that institutional accounting memory is at risk because the
safety from hazards such as fire or floods and rapid location and retrieval of documents is not guaranteed.

3.2.2 Recommendations

Main recommendations arising from the above review are as follows:

Short term (1-2 years)
* It is recommended that a high level government IT policy is developed which will form the basis on

which sector strategies can be developed.
* Capacity constraints relating to IT personnel needs to be addressed to ensure successful

implementation of both the OMICRON and the IFMIS project.
* The GFS economic classification should be implemented in OMICRON.
* The AG and PS of DOSFEA should visit, before irrevocable commitments are made, at least one

African country where IFMIS has been successfully implemented to learn about implementation
risks.

* From early 2003 to the middle of 2005, the AG would be involved in both the testing and
introduction of OMICRON and the detailed preparations, testing and then introduction of IFMIS
Both projects are crucial to the successful rehabilitation of financial accounting and reporting in
Government. Due to lack of intemal capacity, it is recommended that a consultant or a technical
expert support the AG accomplish routine duties that are behind schedule

Medium term (3-5 years)
* A comprehensive needs assessment and design process involving all major potential users of IFMIS

is required. In this regard, this would be an opportunity to address in a consultative manner, the
requirements of periodic financial management reports essential for AOs.

* There is a need for a comprehensive control functions review to ensure that all intemal control
omissions or duplications are eliminated. This in any case, is a necessary prerequisite to the
implementation of IFMIS.

* The constraints placed on the efficient operation of the NRS by the lack of budgetary resources
should be given due attention and addressed. An important lesson can be drawn from the corruption
investigations that followed the disruption to constitutional rule in 1994 as, the investigators were
able to obtain the documents they required because the NRS was functional.

* Develop an Electronic Records Management Policy and prepare for the training of personnel in the
NRS-IT Unit

3.3 Human resource management

3.3.1 Review and assessment of the current system

Legislative and regulatory environment
The legislative framework for human resource management in the public service is captured in the
Constitution, 1997 and the Public Service Act, 1991. The Public Service Commission Regulations, 1994,
General Orders, 1994 and the Code of Conduct of The Gambia Civil Service provide the detailed
regulations for civil service management. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 provide detail on the budgeting of human
resources. While financial accountability and responsibility applies to all civil servants, this section
focuses on finance related staff.
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The role of accountants is to maintain all documents and records prescribed for them in the Fl and the
Accounting Manual. Specifically accounting officers are responsible for maintaining vote charge books,
establishment registers, stores and assets registers and furniture and equipment inventories. This is a
controlling role. As a MTEF is introduced accountants will have a significantly increased role in
providing and accessing information The role of auditors is to provide the analysis required for the
AudGen to exarrune and audit the financial statements of all accounting officers and of all persons
entrusted with the collection, receipt etc of public resources.

Staffing and pay levels- finance staff
There are 231 accountancy posts in the civil service, based on a Personnel Management Office (PMO)
staff audit conducted in 1992/3 The composition of the staff is shown in the table below. There are
currently 65 vacancies. The vacancy rates vary between grades. Of particular concern is that the senior
grades show high vacancy rates. For pnnciple accountants, the vacancy rate is 55%, for senior
accountants the rate is 50%. This represents a considerable fiduciary nsk.

Table 4: Composition of accountancy positions as at April 2003

Grade and title Typical attainment31 Actual staff
(vacancies)

12- Accountant General FCCA 1 (0)
11- Deputy accountant general ACCA 1 (1)
10- Principle accountant Experience 5 (6)
9- Senior accountant Experience plus various courses 9 (9)
8- Accountant Experience plus vanous courses 17 (8)
7- Assistant accountant Experience 31 (0)
6- Senior accounts clerk Experience plus part through AAT or ACCA 52 (6)
5- Accounts clerk Experience plus part through AAT 38 (28)
2- Accounts trainee I Experience plus school qualifications 12 (1)
1- Accounts trainee II Limited experience plus part through AAT 6 (7)

In 2002, 26 accountancy staff left the civil service - approximately 15% of the cadre. The typical
situation was described as one where accountants gain their Association of Accounting Technicians
(AAT) qualification, gain a few years experience in the civil service, then leave. For those who are trained
overseas, a bond equivalent to either the length of their studies or a rmnimum of two years is applied This
is typically worked, then the staff member leaves. However, where the full bond is not worked, sanctions
are rarely applied A civil service accountant, AAT qualified, will on average receive approximately 20%
of what s/he would receive if worlkng for a public enterprise As allowances in public enterprises are
higher, the actual gap is higher. Private sector pay is higher still.

The AG deterrnines promotions in the accountancy cadre on the basis of examination success and job
performance. This applies to promotion to each grade. . Transfers are also determined by the AG.
Unfortunately, due to the high level of staff attrition, there are frequent transfers within the cadre. Senior
posts are typically between one and three years. This high rate of transfer creates considerable uncertainty
in the cadre, and lowers the value of department specific training and development.

There are approximately 40 audit staff in the NAO. The authorised complement is 63. The office is
therefore working at approximately 60% of its full complement. Recruitment is proving difficult,
particularly at more senior grades. Retaining staff is also difficult. To illustrate, of 20 staff recruited as

31 Recognised professional qualifications include FCCA/ACCA - Fellow/Member of the Association of Certified
Chartered Accountants, CA - Chartered Accountant. CPA - Certified Public Accountant, ICMA - Institute for Cost
and Management Accountants, CIMA - Chartered Institute of Marketing Accounts, and ICSA - Institute of
Chartered Secretarial Accounts. Qualifications for junior accounting staff include AAT - Association of
Accounting Technicians, and CAT - Certified Accounting Technicians
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trainee auditors in 2000, only 9 remain in the office. The staff composition is shown in the table below
There is a clear problem in filling senior auditing vacancies. Therc are no principle auditors, and only half
the senior auditors budgeted for. This lack of senior staff raises the level of fiduciary risk.

Table 5: Composition of audit positions in the NAO as at April 2003
Grade and title Typical Qualification 31 Actual Staff (vacancies)
12 -Auditor General ACCA 1 (0)
1 1 -Director of Audit B. Sc/ Diploma 3 (1)
10 -Principle Auditor 0 (4)
9 -Senior Auditor RSAlB.Sc/ Studying for MSc 3 (3)
8 -Auditor AAT FinaU Studying ACCA 2 (4)
7 -Assistant Auditor AAT level II 8 (4)
6 -Audit Trainee I CAT/ Studying for ICMA 2 (8)
5 -Audit Trainee II AAT level 1/II 17 (3)

Due to the NAO having recently acquired semi-autonomous status, salaries in the office are now 5-10%
above those in the rest of the civil service due to supplemented salary scales and additional allowances
paid to audit staff. However, a qualified auditor would still only receive approximately 30% that of the
private sector. The aim of the office is to steadily move towards private sector pay levels, in order to
address the staffing problem. Increasing staff remuneration will be critical to the success of the audit
office. There is a risk, however, that without civil service pay reform, the audit office may be recruiting
from the public service, thereby worsening their rate of attntion. This again highlights the need for
general civil service pay reform.

Overall, there are significant recruitment problems and a high turn over rate, leading to a large number of
unfilled posts. The reasons for this include low job security, a perception of non-transparent appointments
and promotions, low pay relative to the private sector, poor working conditions and low morale in the
civil service There is a lack of culture of accountability and enforcement, reflected in a range of areas
from reporting to staff management. As long as there is a shortage of appropriately skilled and motivated
finance staff, there will continue to be a substantial fiduciary risk.

Disciplinary procedures are set out in the Public Service Comnussion Regulations, which clearly establish
the PSC as the sole authonty for disciplinary control (except for very basic staff grades where power is
delegated to the Heads of Department). In practice disciplinary actions are rarely taken, due to reluctance
by managers to instigate them. This contributes to low morale in the public service.

Training/Capacity Building
Training accountancy and audit staff is the responsibility of the AG and AudGen respectively. However,
the PMO hold the training budget for all staff training, centrally. This creates confusion as to the level of
financing available for the individual cadres. The 2002 training budget for the entire civil service
amounted to D4.5milhon for oversees and D700,000 for local training. Training is provided through a
combination of on the-job training (e.g. workshops), domestic training (e.g. early stages of ACCA and all
of AAT) and training overseas (final stage of ACCA) The limited budget available from the recurrent
budget is supplemented by significant training provided under donor-supported programmes and projects.
Training records are maintained by the computerised personnel management information system for all
govemment-initiated training irrespective of funding However training is not evaluated.

DFID has recently expressed interest in, and is exploring the possibility of, funding a programme to
strengthen public sector accounting and auditing functions. It is proposed that the Chartered Institute of
Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA)() will be linked with local training institutions to provide
continuous training programmes on the CIPFA syllabus. Students who pass the examinations will be
accredited by CIPFA. It is proposed that the Gambia Accounting Association (GAA) oversees this
programme of training as a quality control measure.
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The process for providing training seems to be reasonably well structured. However, as a result of the
unclear budget for training, individuals do not have clear, predictable training plans. In addition, the low
value of the training budget limits the ability of the public service to increase the capacity of staff. The
very high level of staff attrition further exacerbates this. Thus optimal skill development in the cadres is
not achieved, which impedes on the efficiency and effectiveness of financial management staff.

Reform
Civil service reform took place during the early 1980's (the Administrative Reform Programme),
although with limited impact In 1994 an assessment of the civil service found that some reduction in
public sector employment had been made, however the quality of public servants and incentives for
performance had not improved markedly, rationalisation of systems and procedures has not followed from
the reduction and merger of some ministnes, key public management and information systems are
fragmented and incoherent and accountability in the public sector has not been effectuated.

The Strategy for Poverty Alleviation H (SPAII) states that certain priority actions will serve to enhance
accountability. Under the Action Plan, it is stated that an immediate action (withun six months) will be to
adopt an action plan for a Public Sector Reform Programme. The PMO have recently submutted a Cabinet
paper, proposing a study be conducted to update the 1994 assessment, in order to re-activate the reform
programme. The importance of general civil service reform cannot be overstated. Without this, financial
management accountability cannot be significantly improved.

3.3.2 Recommendations

Achievement of greater financial accountability is highly dependent on the capacity of available human
resources to implement future reforms Considering the reform programmes under way and proposed, the
following recommendations are made

Short term (1-2 years)
* PMO to co-ordinate an updated assessment of the civil service, in order to compile a long-term civil

service reform programme. This should include an updated staff audit, to ensure that optimal staffing
resources are determined. This should also reflect staffing needs once an MTEF is in place.
Government should review the overall pay policy in view of the declining conditions of service. This
should be done together with changes in working practices, in particular recruitment, promotion and
disciplinary procedures. Finally, this would benefit from senior management staff being exposed to
best practice in other countnes, in order to inform the decision on the appropriate direction and pace
of civil service reform.

* PMO in consultation with the AG and AudGen, to consider the implications of the above assessment
on training needs. This is likely to highlight the need for computer training (generic and specific) as
well as more basic training needs for accountancy and audit staff.

* PMO, AG and AudGen to work with Gambian training providers (e.g. Management Development
Institute) to ensure that they can provide the training required

Medium term (3-5 years)
* PMO and Public Service Commission to begin to implement the civil service reformn programme

across government.
* DOSFEA and PMO to determine and implement executive training on the MTEF and the information

management associated.

Long term (5-10 years)
* PMO and Public Service Commission to continue implementing the civil service reform programme.
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SECTION 4: PUBLIC SECTOR AUDITING

4.1 External audit

4.1.1 Review and assessment of the current system

Legislation and regulatory environment
Sections 158 to 160 of the Constitution set out the provisions for the existence and removal of the
AudGen and the establishment of a NAO. The President appoints the AudGen, as the head of the NAO,
after consultation with the Public Service Commission. The NA is not consulted in this decision.

The Constitution has a number of provisions that seek to preserve the independence and impartiality of
the office of the AudGen e.g. the AudGen's estimate of expenditure (submitted budget) is not subject to
cuts by the executive, his/her appointment and removal from office must follow specific procedures and
the AudGen should not be subject to any direction or control of anybody in discharging his/her
responsibility. While the Constitution provides for financial independence of the NA03 2 the current
realities of extreme limited available resources constrains the ability of the AudGen to prepare a budget
which would provide in all its needs to be professionally operational - the NAO therefore finds itself in a
transitional phase of being semi-autonomous. This is evident by the supplemented salaries of the auditing
cadre (see section 3.3).

The previous AudGen who presented the most recent report in December 1998 was removed from office
in 2000 followed by a commission of inquiry. The dismissal attracted a lot of reaction in particular
amongst the development partner community because the findings of the commission were never made
public, and because the person was dismissed following the submission of the December 1998 report.
This non-transparent process created the impression within the development partner community that the
dismissal was somehow linked to negative findings and/or weaknesses identified in the report. While it
remains unclear what the exact reasons and circumstances were that lead to this action, the following
observations could be made:

* The two most recent reports issued by the AudGen in 1993 and 1998 did not contain any audit
opinions as required by international auditing standards.

* The report issued in 1993 contained no audit findings and merely contained the variances between
actual and budgeted revenue and expenditure for the financial years 1 July 1983 to 30 June 1991.

* The report issued in 1998 did not contain any financial statements3 3 or similar reports. It consisted of
factual audit findings by the NAO, which inter alia contained remarks and comments about the
mismanagement/misappropriation of funds and internal control inefficiencies.

* While a commission of inquiry was set up to investigate the reasons for the dismissal, the findings
have not been made public as required by the Constitution (neither was it shared with the
development partners).

* Preserving the independence of and protecting the holder of the office of the AudGen should be seen
as an integral measure of accountability for public resources. In this respect decisions pertaining to
the appointment to and removal from this position are matters of public interest and disclosure.

32 The NAO has a separate vote and the annual budget is submitted to the President who may not change these
estimates - he may however attach cornments. These are then submitted to the National Assembly for consideration
33 The scope of the report covered a summary of the main issues raised since the appointment of the Auditor General
in August 1994 - it was not an "audit report" in the technical sense of the word (also see footnote 35 below). While
the report does not explicitly state the dates, it seems to cover the period starting in August 1994 and ending more or
less around June 1998
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Given the critical role of the AudGen in establishing accountability of the Executive to the NA and
citizens at large, the removal from office of the incumbent without making public the reasons for doing so
raises serious questions on the overall independence of those who subsequently hold the office. However,
it is understood that subsequent to these events the Govemment had pledged its commitment during the
2000 PRSP Round Table to strengthen governance in the public sector. This would allow one to believe
that the current AudGen could issue his next report independently.

Functions and responsibilities
The Constitution also sets out the powers and functions of the AudGen. Additionally relevant sections of
the Finance and Audit Act, 1964 contain provisions for the external audit and reporting on the
Government annual accounts Although the act was revised in 1990, the provisions borrow greatly from
pre-independence statutes and it appears to be outdated and inconsistent with recent trends and
developments in public sector auditing. The AudGen is required to submit the audited Govemment
financial statements directly to the NA. The report becomes publicly available after it had been discussed.
The current and proposed legislation creates an uncertainty about when the AudGen has to produce this
report. Table 6 shows the inconsistencies between The Finance and Audit Act, 1964 [sections 16(1) and
17(1)], of the Constitution [section 160(d)] and the proposed legislation on Govemment Budget
Management and Accountability [sections 41(3) and 44(1)].

Table 6: Comparison of statutory requirements for subniission of Govermnent financial statements
Period allowed for Period allowed for Total period allowed for

Statute preparation of financial audit of financial submission of audit
statements statements report

Finance '& Audit Act 8 months 2 months 10 months
Proposed bill 3 months 6 months 9 months
Constitution silent silent 6 months

Compliance
The NAO is a member of the Intemational Organisation of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and
the African Organisation of Supreme Audit Institutions (AFROSAI). While it is expected to promote
international public sector auditing standards promulgated by INTOSAI no policy decision had been
taken to adopt these or other public sector auditing standards It is however understood that in practice the
NAO endeavours to comply with INTOSAI standards in the performance of its duties through audit work
plans and programmes.

While it is commendable that the AudGen is required to report directly to the NA34, there have been
significant problems in meeting the constitutional requirements on accounting, reporting and auditing of
public resources. Only two reports of the AudGen have been presented to the NA over the past two
decades The first one issued for the financial years 1 July 1983 to 30 June 1991 carried financial data
with no audit opinion. The December 1998 report (refer to footnote 33) carried only factual findings3 5 of
the AudGen and no financial statements relating to the relevant financial periods. It covered issues such
as non-responsiveness of Government agencies to audit queries, non-compliance with Financial
Instructions, theft of funds, missing revenue, lack of supporting documentation, failure to obtain
competitive tenders, poor accounting records, failure to recover salary advances, failure to collect
revenue, failure to maintain inventories and inventory records as well as limited intemal audit.

The failure by the AudGen to meet the statutory responsibility was attnbuted to the failure by the AG to
present the relevant financial statements for audit as well as missing documentation following

34 Section VI of the INTOSAI auditing standards promulgates reporting directly to Parliament stating that "The
Suprenie Audit Institution shall be empowered and required by the Constitution to report itsfindings annually and
independently to Parliament or any other respon.ible public body, this report shall be published "
35 These type of issues are normally not reported directly to the NA, but it is being done individually in a
management letter directed to the Accounting Officer of the respective Government unit.
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commissions of enquiry in the mid 1990s. In response to questions from the NA given on 17 March 2003,
DOSFEA in turn attributed the failure to present financial statements for audit to the lack of institutional
capacity in the AGD. The inability by the Executive to provide financial statements and the resultant
failure to present an audit report to the NA for a number of years constitutes a significant breach of the
Constitution and seriously undermines the overall accountability of the Govemment. This poses a serious
fiduciary risk as it removes Government accountability for the utilisation of public resources.

It should however be mentioned that the work of the NAO continued even though the financial statements
have not been prepared. Routine audit work is conducted in Government agencies and the AudGen
regularly issues management letters on the findings. Also, the NAO plans to issue the audited financial
statements for the period 1 July 1991 to 31 December 1999 and management letters for the three financial
years I January 1999 to 31 December 2001 by the end of 2003.

Chapter II section 5 of the "Lima Declaration of Guidelines on Auditing Precepts" states that, "Supreme
Audit Institutions can accomplish their tasks objectively and effectively only if they are independent of the
audited entity and are protected against outside influence." In this regard the Constitution requires the
AudGen to audit and report on all Government agencies36 . However, in practice the National Intelligence
Agency (NIA) is not audited by the AudGen based on the requirements of Section 18 2 of Decree 45 of
1995. This decree is in conflict with the 1997 Constitution and the AudGen has not contested the validity
of the decree. Even though the amounts involved in the NIA budget are relatively small this situation
undermines the accountability of public funds and increases the fiduciary risk of funds not being spent for
its intended purpose.

Constraints and challenges
NAO staff are not permanently located in ministries - they operate from the central office because of the
small size of the country. This also allows the staff to act objectively and independently. However, the
following constraints reduces the effectiveness of the NAO in discharging its functions.

* While staffing constraints have been identified in section 3.3, the NAO also has the statutory power to
appoint qualified private sector auditors to undertake audits on its behalf to alleviate the burden. Even
though such statutory power exists, it is not used because of budgetary constraints

* Old audit manuals are being used. Fortunately annual audit programmes are prepared and updated
from previous years.

* Under the Constitution, the AudGen is empowered to undertake value for money audits. To date, the
AudGen has focused almost exclusively on financial audits. While this mandate is welcomed, the
NAO does not have the skilled personnel to perform this function

* Staff are not equipped to perform audits through computer assisted audit techniques. This will be
required as soon as the accounting function is computerized

* The NAO does not undergo quality control reviews (either by a private firm of professional auditors
or another Supreme Audit Institution).

Some of these constraints have begun to be addressed through past donor technical assistance support
funded by the Commonwealth Fund for Technical Corporation and United Nations Development
Programme37 . In addition, short term technical assistance funded by DFID is underway to assist the NAO
in clearing the backlog of annual accounts. The NAO is also benefiting from a grant from the World Bank
(refer to section 9. 1, for further details). However, the IT constraints still remain.

Current legislation provides sufficiently for ensuring that the AudGen findings and queries are followed
up. Sadly, the AudGen experiences many difficulties in practice. Generally, there are significant delays in

36 Section 160(e) specifically mentions all offices and authorities of the Government, the courts and the NA
37 The intervention was for the audit of the computerised Govemment payroll and the computerised customs
clearing system, which ended in July 2002 and was for duration of one year
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responding to audit queries as a result of civil servants not understanding the purpose of audits. Also, the
process of follow-up is not robust or ngorous. However, theft and misuse of funds are directly reported to
the Police, investigated and followed up through prosecution. These measures seem to be working well

While initiatives are being undertaken to replace parts I, III, and TV38 of the Finance and Audit Act, 1964
sadly, part II of that Act covering the NAO and the responsibilities of the AudGen, as a stand alone Act,
will continue to be in force. The NAO plans to start work on drafting an Audit Bill later in 2003.

4.1.2 Recommendations

The following are complementary actions that would add to the bettermnent of a functional NAO:

Short term (1-2 years)
* Short termn TA is required to catch up with the backlog of unaudited accounts and to improve the

capacity of the NAO to carry out its oversight function. (Ongoing)
* Ensure that proposed legislation regarding the period required for the AudGen to submut the audit

report to the NA is consistent with the Constitution
* Draft and implement a new Audit Act in order to replace outdated legislation, operationalise the 1997

constitutional audit provisions and grant full independence to the AudGen.
* Adopt and implement international public sector auditing standards, e.g. INTOSAI standards with

regard to perfornning audits and furnishing audit reports.
* Update audit manuals.
* The AudGen should complete the audit of those financial statements presented to him by the AG and

proceed to prepare his report to the NA.

Medium term (3-5 years)
* Improve mechanisms to ensure that NAO queries and findings are followed up and resolved in a

timely manner and in a specified format Ensure that sanctions and penalties are enforced
* Implement quality assurance arrangements. Explore the possibility of having peer review

arrangements with a private firm of professional auditors. Promote cross border exposure of work
practices with counterpart Supreme Audit Institutions in the region to assess and review practices.

* Professional support is required to assist the AudGen in improving professional capacity within the
NAO, including compliance with international public sector auditing standards, risk assessment
techniques, computer assisted and value for money audit techniques.

* The NA should be consulted in the decision to appoint/dismriss the AudGen (a constitutional change
is required).

* Implement steps to resolve the apparent conflict between the Decree 45 of 1994 and the Constitution
to ensure that the NIA is subject to audit by the AudGen. The NAO believes that the Constitution,
which came after Decree 45, is likely to invalidate the decree.

4.2 Internal audit

4.2.1 Review and assessment of the current situation

Legislation and regulatory environment
The internal audit function is not specifically recognized and governed by any law or regulation Despite
the fact the LAD is established within DOASFEA, the current Finance and Audit Act, 1964 does not

38 Parts I, HI and IV primarily deal with the Budgeting and Accounting functions while part 11 covers Audit
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explicitly refer to Intemal Audit.. Intemal audit across the entire Govemment (central and local) is the
responsibility of the Pnncipal Intemal Auditor who reports directly to the PS of DOSFEA.

Compliance and capacity
The Institute of Intemal Auditors (HA) defines intemal auditing as an independent, objective assurance
and consulting activity designed to add value and improve an organisation's operations It helps an
organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and
improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and govemance processes The objective of
Internal Audit is to the review the reliability and integrity of information. and to ensure compliance with
policies and regulations, safeguarding of assets, economical and efficient use of resources, and
compliance with established operational goals and objectives of an organisation. In The Gambia the
intemal audit function had been neglected over the years IAD does not comply with Standards for the
Professional Practice of Intemal Auditing promulgated by the IIA. Nor does it utilize manuals and/or
guidelines to assist the staff in carrying out their work. In fact. the internal audit function is limited to the
verification of requests for payments against the approved budget line items, i e. pre-audit work. It
therefore actually performs an intemal control procedure rather than an intemal audit function. There is
no mechanism established to review intemal audit findings and ensure timely follow-up on the
implementation by line ministries of the recommendations of the LAD. Because of the low capacity within
the line ministries to respond to lAD findings and recommendations line ministries do not have audit
committees to direct and oversee the work of IAD audit in Government.

Although the LAD report directly to the PS of DOSFEA, its operational independence is undermined by
the fact that all the staff in the unit are provided by the AGD as seconded personnel. The AG can at any
time decide to transfer personnel to and from the LAD. The LAD is significantly under resourced, both
financially and in human capacity. The authorised staff component provides for 24 positions Currently,
the division consists of 1 staff of which six are based at the head office in DOSFEA while the other five
work in the three provinces. There is no formal scheme of training in internal audit procedures. The
number of staff trained and experienced in intemal auditing is very small and the training provided so far
is not adequate due to limited resources. Previously, the division received some financial support from the
World Bank through the CBEMP where two of the staff received training on the intemal audit function -
unfortunately both have subsequently been transferred outside the unit. None of the staff holds a
recognized professional qualification such as CA or CPA and no one is a member of the HA. Most of the
internal auditors are accounting trainees and receive their intemal audit training on the job. Very few have
an accounting qualification at Accounting Technician level.

It is critical to have a fully resourced and professionally competent intemal auditing staff that provides
services, which are significant to the efficient & effective management of the Govemment system. The
absence of an effective intemal audit function poses a high fiduciary risk to the control of public funds
and their accountability.

4.2.2 Recommendations

Short term (1-2 years)
* Review and update the current Finance and Audit Act and Financial Instructions to include the

Intemal Audit function. This will enable the LAD to discharge its functions effectively by:
o expanding its roles/responsibilities. The scope of work will need to be well defined, not limited to

financial verification but put more emphasis on the efficiency and effective use of public
resources.

o adopting modem international public sector auditing standards such as those of the IIA.
* Develop a programme to increase awareness of AOs and finance personnel on the roles and

responsibilities of the intemal audit function.
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Medium term (3-5 years)
* Enhance the quality and number of staff by recruiting qualified staff to meet requirements
* Develop internal audit manuals and guidelines that will be used as a guide by the staff when carrying

out internal audit tasks.
* Develop a comprehensive training and capacity building programme that will include specific

training on intemal auditing standards, internal controls, risk assessment techniques, and computer
assisted auditing techniques etc. This could also be arranged through twinning arrangements
(exchange programmes) with other countries where the internal audit functions are well established
and advanced and meet international /regional standards.

* Establish internal audit as an independent function.

Long term (6-lOyears)
* Establish a central audit committee for all line ministries that would support and monitor

implementation of internal audit findings and recommendations.
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SECTION 5: LEGISLATIVE SCRUTINY, ACCESS TO INFORMATION ON PUBLIC
SECTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

5.1 Legislative scrutiny

5.1.1 Review and assessment of the current system

The 1997 Constitution, that marks the birth of the Second Republic of The Gambia, provides for a
reasonable separation of powers and duties between the Executive and the Legislature. The legislature
also known as the NA comprises 53 members of which the President nominates 8 and the rest are elected
every five years. The members themselves from among their members elect a Speaker of the NA and a
Deputy. A popularly elected President is the head of state and the Government and together with his
Secretaries of State and Vice President constitute the Cabinet or the Executive. The Vice President and all
Secretaries of State are appointed by the President and are not allowed to be members of the NA. The
President is generally required to make key constitutional appointments in consultation with other
specified organs of the state, although their approval is not necessarily required. These appointments
include those of Service Chiefs, Judges, Ombudsman, Central Bank Board of Directors, Director of
Prosecutions as well as the AudGen. The Constitution allows the NA many opportunities to oversee the
activities of the Executive.

The NA is empowered by the Constitution to set-up standing committees and other ad hoc select/
investigative committees, for example:

* Standing Committee on Public Appointments;
* Finance and Public Accounts Committee;
* Standing Committee on Privileges;
* Standing Committee on Defence and Security; and
* Other committees appointed to investigate or inquire into the activities of Government/public

institutions/ public interests.

In most democratic states, there are public accounts committees in addition to separate budget scrutiny
committees. In the Gambia however, the Finance and Public Accounts Committee (known as the PAC)
has both of these functions under its remit. The PAC comprises nine members of the NA, which include 2
members of the three opposition parties who sit in the NA. The PAC is chaired by the Speaker of the NA
and appears to be well committed to bringing the Executive to account.

There are however significant problems in meeting the constitutional requirements on accounting,
reporting and auditing of public resources. The practice has been for the Executive to present the budget
estimates less than the 30 days before the end of the year and this gives the PAC and NA little time to
scrutinize the estimates. Furthermore the PAC and NA could not meaningfully debate the 2003 annual
budget because the 2001 and 2002 actual revenue and expenditure figures were not available. There is a
notable fiduciary risk in the sense that the short period between presentation of estimates and year-end as
well as the absence of actual revenue and expenditure figures will together significantly compromise the
ability of the legislature to effectively appraise the economic plans and budgets of the Government.

The PAC's last sitting to consider the AudGen reports was in 1998, where it considered the most recent
report by the AudGen. In this particular sitting, it is reported to have caused a number of accounting
officers to recover a total of D5million from irregular transactions carried in the audit report. However the
committee requested training to improve members' understanding of technical issues in the area of public
financial management in order to increase the committee's effectiveness. A select committee on Public
Enterprises chaired by the Deputy Speaker is in place but has not been fully very effective due to the non-
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submission of reports. The select committee on Education has recently been requested to review the first
(and only) report on the University of the Gambia

The long record of failure by the executive to provide financial statements of Government to the AudGen
and the subsequent failure by the AudGen to present audit reports to the NA raise senous questions of
whether or not such constitutional breach has any remedy in law. There are provisions in the Constitution
that allow the NA to pass a vote of censure against a Secretary of State for inability to perform. Such a
censure vote of two thirds of the total members of the Assembly may provide a more effective oversight
role and help to enforce obligations of those who hold public office. Continued breach of constitutional
provisions without any form of punishment on those responsible could eventually result in total failure to
uphold the entire public accountability system for public resources.

5.1.2 Recommendations

In order to enhance the overall accountability of public resources, more serious efforts should be put into
complying with all the existing provisions of the Constitution and other statutes. In addition appropriate
technical assistance and training support should be sought by the Government in order to overcome both
the historical problems and the challenges of future responsibilities in the area of public financial
management and accountability Some of the actions required are as follows:

Short term (1-2 years)
* The PAC and the select comnmttee on Public Enterprises should identify and implement appropriate

training for its members to more effectively analyse and make recommendations on the public
accounts to the full NA. This technical support could be a workshop or seminar facilitated by
experienced practitioners from countries with similar systems.

Medium term (3-5 years)
* Develop capacity of NA members to contribute to general discussions on financial and economic

management issues, through study tours and attachments of comrnittee members to simular
parliaments.

5.2 Access to information on public sector financial management

5.2.1 Review and assessment of the current system

Section 25 of the Constitution of the Gambia contains constitutional guarantees on basic human rights
including the freedom of speech and expression as well as freedom of the press and the media. Additional
guarantees on freedom of the media are also provided in section 207 and 208 of the Constitution.
Similarly the Constitution also provide for the enactment of subsidiary laws regulating the operations of
the press and other media. In this regard a number of subsidiary laws are in place including:

* National Media Commission Act, 2002 provides for the creation of a media regulating body with
same powers as the Court to charge and punish those it finds in breach of that law;

* Official Secrets Act, Chapter 17:01 which safeguards against unlawful disclosure or transmission of
Government information to unauthonsed recipients; and

* Other statutory instruments that provide for controlled disclosure or transmission of or access to
official information as further explained in the next few paragraphs.

In line with tenets of democratic societies, section 98(2) of the Constitution provides that unless the NA
otherwise directs for good cause, sittings of the NA shall be open to the public. Similarly, section 118 of
the Constitution absolves from any criminal or civil liability any person who publishes the text, or
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summary of any report, papers, minutes, votes, or proceedings of the NA. Section 160(l)(e) of the
Constitution also provides that after the AudGen's report has been discussed by the NA, the AudGen
should publish the report for public information. It goes further to say that if for some reason the NA fails
to discuss the report, the AudGen shall go ahead to publish the report in advance of the discussion. This
provision complies with the 1998 INTOSAI Lima Declaration On External Audit. Section 203 of the
Constitution requires that the President publish within 6 months of receiving it, a report of a commission
of inquiry findings, his comments and any action taken. Where the President feels that for security or
other cause, he does not wish to publish it, he is required to publish a statement to that effect within six
months of receiving the report Section 200 of the Constitution empowers the NA to request the President
to establish a commission of inquiry into a matter of public interest These provisions augur very well for
allowing members of the public to obtain information regarding public financial management areas.

Various legal instruments however, if not used appropriately, have the potential to limit the public access
to information relating to public financial management by the Government. Section 4 of the Official
Secrets Act, Chapter 17:01 proscribes civil servants from disclosing or transmitting information that they
obtain during the course of carrying out their duties. Similarly the Gambia Civil Service Code of
Conduct, the PSC Regulations (1994) and the Public Service Act, 1991 all make it an act of misconduct
for civil servants to disclose or transmit official information without a court order or specific authority
from a senior officer. In particular the PSC Regulations (1994) require all officers appointed by the PSC
to sign a Declaration of Secrecy before taking up office. In as much as these regulations can be justified
in democratic societies, there is also the risk that they may be used as excuses to deny the public access to
information that otherwise they are entitled to as citizens and stakeholders.

While the CFAA did not include assessment of procurement issues, it was noted that The Gambia has
public procurement regulations that allow members of the public to have access to information that is of
interest to them. Sections 35 and 36 the Gambia Procurement Act, 2001 require the procuring
organisation to publish details of contract awards and those who participated in the bidding process. This
information is required to be published in the local media for the public. These procurement regulations
create an environment of openness and transparency in the eyes of the public and thereby enhancing
accountability in the utilisation of public resources.

There are however some provisions of the National Media Commission Act, 2002 that may limit how
much information the media can publish especially if it contains Government transactions that are illegal
or of a corrupt nature. Section 15 of this Act compels media practitioners to disclose their sources of
information if the Government alleges that that information was given without authorisation or contrary to
the Official Secrecy Act. There is a high risk that such a provision will prevent for instance whistle
blowing where corruption or illegal deals may have been noticed by honest civil servants. There is
therefore a need to strike a fine balance between protecting Government information and building an open
society where the public has confidence in the manner in which those in public office acquit their
responsibilities.

This balance can be achieved by creating more awareness and therefore greater demand from all sections
of the Gambian society for access to public financial management information In particular strong links
should be established between the Government's right to levy taxes and the right of the public to know
how that tax is used. There appears to be sufficient constitutional guarantees on which society can
demand greater access to information

Evidence was found about a National Communication and Information Policy (2000-2008) document had
been produced by the Government with a view to making a basis for enacting an Access to Public
Information Bill. There was no indication on whether or not this process would continue but if the process
were to continue, and on the basis of full and substantive consultations with the public and interested
stakeholders, then a truly democratic information sharing dispensation would emerge. In this regard, the
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following recomrnendations are made to give greater effect to the constitutional guarantees of public
access to official information.

5.2.2 Recommendations

It would appear that The Gambia has a very strong constitutional platform on which to build a robust
public access to information framework. This can be achieved through the Government working with
civil society, NGOs, labour and business associations to initiate the following:

Short term (1-2 years)
* PAC to put a general notice in the local press informing members of the public that financial

statements and the related AudGen's report are now available for inspection by those interested.
Where the AudGen's report is not available after the constitutional deadline, PAC should then publish
a notice advising members of the public that a key constitutional provision has not been complied
with and what action is being taken to remedy the problem.

* Section 15 of the National Media Commission Act, 2002 should be amended such that forced
disclosure of source of information by media practitioners should be on a court order and not mere
allegations by the Government. This will help balance and protect the interests of both the
Government and the media practitioners.

Medium term (3-5 years)
* Launch a nation-wide public education programme to raise awareness on the constitutional provisions

that guarantee public access to information. This will be a long term programme of 2-3 years to
enable the public to be proactive in demanding public financial information. This awareness
programme could be complemented by a media reform programme that seeks to align the various
laws and legal instruments relating to public access to information with the Constitution.

* Develop the capacity of the media to report on financial and economic management issues.

Long term (5-10 years)
* Launch a programme of bringing various civic groups, NGOs and business associations to selected

sessions of the NA where they can learn about the issues of the economy including the national
budget and how they can participate fully in the processes. Various sections of society should be able
to share and participate in the debate on better ways to utilise the public financial and economic
resources of the nation.

5.3 Ethics and integrity

5.3.1 Review and assessment of the current system

The Gambia has a variety of instruments to assist in upholding ethics and integrity in the public
administration. These instruments are primarily to regulate the conduct of those holding public office and
may therefore have limited application in the private sector. Some of the instruments that are in place or
are in the process of being created include the following:

* The Gambia Civil Service Code of Conduct whose main purpose is to guide the civil servants in order
that they may avoid conduct which may undermine the integrity and effective rendering of services
for which they are employed;

* The PSC Regulations, 1994 to provide for operations of the PSC and the conduct of public servants;
* Chapter XXI of The Gambia Constitution provides for a Code of Conduct for Public Officers

including declaration of assets on assuming office and two years thereafter and on leaving office;
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* Gambia Public Procurement Act, 2001 which sets out the basic principles and procedures to be
applied in the public procurement of goods, works and services;

* National Media Commission Act, 2002 which provide for a code of conduct for the media; and
* The Money Laundering Bill, 2002 to deal with issues of money laundering (in progress).

The Gambia Code of Conduct for Public Officers complies with the International Code of Conduct for
Public Officials that was approved by the United Nations General Assembly in 1997. It deals with issues
of conflict of interest, disclosure of assets, acceptance of gifts, confidential information and involvement
in political activities. The proposed Money Laundering Bill is also in response to the United Nations call
for countries to enact such legislation to deter international criminal activities. There were however
indications that some of the regulations were not being enforced rigorously and therefore raising
questions over their overall effectiveness in instilling a culture of discipline in the civil service.

It was further noted that the various codes of conduct and public service procedures were designed largely
to address issues of human resource management in general and in particular industrial relations aspects.
While Transparency International's 2002 Corruption Index did not include The Gambia, there are strong
factors that may promote corrupt behaviour in the civil service. These factors include poor conditions of
service, weak accounting and auditing systems. In this respect, it was of particular concern that there is
currently no anti-corruption legislation in the Gambia and there is none in the pipeline Given the weak
accounting and reporting systems prevailing in the Gambia public sector, an anti-corruption law would
provide a practical tool as a back stopper against tendencies to abuse the systems. There is a fiduciary risk
that the code of conduct and public service commission regulations in existence may not prove to be a
sufficient deterrent against the temptation by public officials to engage in rent seeking behaviour,
particularly when one considers the poor conditions of service in the civil service. In this respect, the
Government of The Gambia will need to initiate an anti-corruption law while at the same time reviewing
the overall pay policy of civil servants, most of whom have onerous responsibilities for authorising or
handling high value transactions.

5.3.2 Recommendations

Upholding good ethics and integrity in the Gambia should be addressed by using both punishment and
incentives for behaviour change. The current poor accounting and reporting systems prevailing in the
public sector create an environment in which corruption and other illegal deals may prove too strong to
resist for civil servants, most of whom are struggling to make ends meet. In this regard, the following
recommendations are made to minimise the risk of corruption in the civil service:

Short term (1-2 years)
* Government should initiate anti-corruption legislation in order to contain corrupt tendencies in both

the public and pnvate sectors This legislation could be planned to be effective in the next 12 months.
The legislation should provide safeguards and be a basis for prosecuting those involved in corrupt
behaviours.

* In conjunction with recommendations in section 3 3.2, provide more training on productivity and
performance management among the senior civil service managers who need to motivate other
frontline civil servants to deliver services to the public to build a management culture of
professionalism and integrity.
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SECTION 6: LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY

6.1 Review and assessment of the current situation

6.1.1 Legislative and regulatory environment

The legislative framework for local government in The Gambia is in a period of transition following the
enactment of the Local Govemment Act, 2002 The new Act which was passed by the NA on 9th April
2002, paved the way for nationwide local government elections the following month. The Local
Government Act superseded the existing Local Government Act (Amended 1984), Local Government
(City of Banjul) Act (Amended 1988), The Kanifing Municipal Council Act 1991 and the Provinces Act.

The Local Government Act was passed in anticipation of subsidiary legislation, which is yet to be
enacted. The prime legislation concerning Financial Accountability for Local Government Authorities
will be the Local Government (Finance and Audit) law anticipated in section 130 of the Act. This law has
still not been enacted 12 months after the enactment of the Local Government Act and the subsequent
Local Govemment Elections that established the new councils. Subsidiary Legislation made under the
previous local government acts remains in force until such time as new legislation is enacted and the
existing subsidiary legislation repealed.

Delays in the enactment of the subsidiary legislation have led to considerable confusion over the roles and
responsibilities of the local government executive particularly in relation to financial accountability.

The Local Government Act established 7 local government areas39 each subdivided into districts and
wards for the election of council members. The Chairperson of the Council is elected by eligible voters in
the local government area and councillors are elected by the wards. Additional non voting members of
the council include an Alkalo40 or Seyfo4 ' representative, a Chief representative, a youth nominee, a
woman norinee and other nominated members of local interest groups.

The executive of the council is headed by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) who is responsible for
management of the affairs of the council and is the accounting officer. Whilst the CEOs have long
established working experience with councils, they do not have sufficient professional qualifications to
discharge their duties. The CEO is answerable to the council and reports to the Chairperson. The
departments of the council include Finance, Services, Planning and Development each headed by a
Director

Until such time as the Local Government (Finance and Audit) Bill is passed councils are applying the
existing Financial Memorandum for Municipal & Area Councils published in 1985. The legislative
requirements do not comply with international standards.

The Local Government Act requires that Central Government provide twenty five percent of the council's
development budget but does not specify when the monies are due to the council. To date no funds have
been remitted to the councils under this clause. If Central Government remit funds on the basis of
budgeted expenditure the council may manipulate the budget to increase revenue.

39 The seven local government areas and eight councils are; Central River Division (Kuntaur Area CounciV
Janjanbureh Area Council), Lower River Division (Mansakonko Area Council), North Bank Division (Kerewan
Area Council), Upper River Division (Basse Area Council), Western Division (Brikama Area Council), City of
Banjul (Banjul City Council), Kanifing Municipality (Kanifing Municipal Council).
40 Alkalo or Alkalolu - means village head person and village headpersons respectively
41 Seyfo or District Chief - Chairperson of district authority comprising the Seyfo and all the Alkalolu of the district.
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6.1.2 Budgeting

The area councils' budgeting requirements are to be set out under the Local Govemment (Finance and
Audit) Bill. Until this legislation is passed existing legislation requires that councils operate in
accordance with annual budgets prepared by the council and must be approved by the Secretary of State
for Local Government & Lands.

The draft Local Government (Finance and Audit) Bill will require that draft estimates be displayed at
ward level, laid before council by 15 Nov, considered at council, commented on by Secretary of State,
revised and approved by the council prior to 31 December.

Budgetary control across the councils in general is very poor for the following key reasons.

* Accounting records are not kept up to date in seven of the eight councils with ledgers posted between
three and six months in arrears so that illegal budgetary overspending may occur without the
knowledge of the council.

* Budgets prepared are generally unrealistic based upon invalid assumptions due to incomplete
financial information and considerable uncertainty conceming receipt of subvention income from
govemment.

* Budgeted revenues are consistently over-estimated so that whilst recurrent administration costs are
maintained and increased year on year expenditure on provision of services and development is cut to
make up for budget shortfalls.

* Expenditure is generally govemed more by the availability of cash rather than budgetary constraints.
* Approval of 2003 budgets was delayed until April 2003.

The draft Local Government (Finance & Audit) Bill states that "at least 60% of the council budget shall
be allocated for development activities which shall not include recurrent costs- of such activities" This
therefore requires that the budget for administrative costs plus the cost of provision of council services
plus the recurrent costs of development activities accounts for less than 40% of the total council budget.
Realistically this target is not feasible for the Area Councils for some considerable time, given their high
administrative overheads and low revenue base Furthermore conditions vary between councils, e.g. one
would expect the city and municipal councils to need to spend a greater proportion of their budget on the
provision of day to day services such as the maintenance of roads, cleansing services, etc. whilst the
provincial area councils focus more on development of the local community.

Given their operational constraints if a balanced budget was set by the councils based upon realistic
revenue forecasts and realistic recurrent expenditure forecasts, currently most councils would only be able
to set aside at the most 20% of their budget for development purposes. To ensure compliance with
legislation the councils would be forced to set an unrealistic budget either underestimating non-
development spending or overstating revenue. This is very unhelpful for the following reasons:

* It eliminates the prospect of proper budgetary control where councils set unrealistic budgets there is
little expectation of achieving the budget.

* It deters the council from budgeting for the provision of services to the area.

* It encourages non-compliance with the legislation on the grounds that it is unrealistic thereby
weakening the legislation as a whole.

6.1.3 Accounting, internal control and financial reporting

The area councils' accounting, intemal control and financial reporting requirements are to be set out
under the Local Govemment (Finance and Audit) Bill and the associated document the draft Finance
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Manual. Until this legislation is passed the councils are following the requirements of the Financial
Memorandum for Municipal & Area Councils.

Accounting records in all but one council are maintained entirely using manual ledgers. The quality of
financial recording is very poor for the following reasons:

* Accounting records are not kept up to date in seven of the eight councils.
* Basic controls are not in operation, e.g in seven of the eight council's bank reconciliations and

reconciliations of cash balances have not been performed
* The vast majority of revenue and expense transactions are performed using cash and are never

recorded directly in the cashbook. This increases the opportunity for fraudulent behaviour, as there is
no independent validation that the transactions have actually occurred. Expenditures may be
overstated and revenues understated.

* Manual joumals are error prone and there are many instances where control totals on journals do not
agree to ledger totals.

* There is very little segregation of duties between record keeping and authorisation of expenditure and
many council Directors of Finance demonstrate a reluctance to delegate the day-to-day maintenance
of accounting records to junior staff.

* The basis of accounting and financial reporting is a hybrid of cash accounting (for revenue and
expenditure) and limited accrual accounting (for staff loans and outstanding debts to public
enterprises). Credit control procedures are weak, especially for rates, taxes and licences revenue

* Considerable reliance is placed upon collection of monies via unsupervised revenue collection where
the risk of fraud is high and is a common problem across councils Although councils have
introduced a number of solutions42 there is no formalised procedure for information sharing of best
practices to reduce the occurrence of fraud.

* Collectors maintain separate cashbooks and issue receipts. Cut off errors arise from delays in
subrnission of receipts to update the main cashbook. These errors distort reporting and can
complicate bank reconciliation where receipts are paid directly into the bank prior to collection

* There is no consistent application of best practice in establishing control procedures for the avoidance
of fraud.

* Revenue has been lost due to delays in printing fixed value ticket receipts43 and general receipts due
to lack of capacity at printers. Invoices received from central printers are poor in quality and do not
specify the numbers on the tickets and receipts printed. It is therefore impossible for the council to
demonstrate that all tickets invoiced have been recorded in the Counterfoil Receipt Book Register.

* Controls to ensure completeness of income are poor. Ledgers are not properly maintained for all
recoverable debts and control of collections of arrears is very weak. Where subsidiary control ledgers
are maintained these are not generally reconciled to daybooks recording the totals of invoices/
assessments raised or to the cashbook to reconcile collections to receipts recorded.

* The councils have not prepared auditable financial statements in recent years.

The draft Local Government (Finance and Audit) Bill requires that proper books of accounts be kept and
that statements of accounts be prepared in accordance with the Financial Manual". The draft Financial &
Accounting Manual has been poorly drafted. Notable concerns include:

42 Solutions to mitigate fraud identified by councils include, rotation of collectors and performance comparison,
sweep teams comprising councillors and executive staff who perform follow up visits and the Kanifing Municipal
Police task force who perform a similar role and investigate false receipts or under assessments.
43 For the collection of car park, canteen, market and other fees.
4 Although the draft Local Government (Finance & Audit) Bill requires that councils publish their annual financial
statements and the report off the auditor before I"5 June, there is no timetable for preparation of draft financial
statements after the year end to facilitate the audit process
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* Provision for computerisation of accounting records on spreadsheets. Ideally, spreadsheet packages
should not be recommended as the prime source of data recording in an accounting system for the
following reasons:
o Lack of Audit Trail

It is possible to insert, delete or amend transactions on a spreadsheet at any time without any audit
trail to highlight the changes posted. This means that a clerk has complete freedom to manipulate
the accounting records to disguise errors or fraudulent activities. Changes can be made to historic
accounting records after review by management thereby eliminating the benefit of management
review.

o Potential for Corruption of Data
The capacity to sort, insert, delete or amend data can lead to the corruption of existing data within
the accounting records. Where there are inadequate backup procedures accounting information
may be lost.

* The accounting procedures laid down in the Financial & Accounting Manual are not adequate to
ensure reporting requirements are met as:
o The manual provides for the maintenance of a cashbook to record all receipts. There is no

requirement to maintain any records of known expected revenues. .
O The Classification of Payments as set out in the Financial & Accounting Manual makes no

provision for the analysis of expenditure between non-recurrent development activities and other
expenses. It is therefore not possible to determine whether the council has complied in its
requirement that at least 60% of the development budget shall be allocated to development
activities that shall not include recurrent costs of such activities.

o The Financial & Accounting Manual requires that expense payments are recorded in the
cashbooks but there is no requirement for the maintenance of a commitment ledger.

o The Financial & Accounting Manual provides no mechanism for reporting expenditure made
against specific Grant-in-aids and it is not therefore possible to validate that the expenditure is
limuted to the conditions of the Grant-in-aid.

O There is no mechanism within the Financial & Accounting Manual to isolate expenditure funded
through donor contributions. It is not possible therefore to provide transparency to demonstrate
to the donors that their funding is correctly applied.

* Inadequate Reconciliation Controls to ensure completeness and accuracy of accounting records.
O General Ledger

The Financial & Accounting Manual has no procedure to reconcile the General Ledger balances
to the cashbook balances.,

o Accounting for stores
The Financial & Accounting Manual has no established procedures to ensure that the stores
ledger or inventory is reconciled to the expenditure on stock purchases as recorded in the main
accounting records nor to the revenue derived from disposal proceeds.

6.1.4 Auditing

Both existing and proposed legislation provide for the annual audit of Council finances by the NAO
(formerly the Auditor General's Office). However neither legislation specifies the type of audit that needs
to be carried out and currently auditing performed by the NAO is performed on a transactional basis and
has not extended to an effective review of operational controls or the provision of an opinion on council
financial statements.

Although the draft Local Govemment (Finance and Audit) Bill introduces the requirement for the creation
of Internal Audit Departments at each area council, it remains silent on the technical and professional
requirements for establishment of the department and the need to set up appropriate policies, procedures
and guidelines to govern the operations of this department. In the only instance where a council has
established an Intemal Audit Function the internal auditors, who lacked any formal qualification were
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collecting revenues rather than independently monitorng the internal control procedures Consideration
given to extending this requirement to Village/Ward level given the capacity constraints at council level is
counter productive

The draft Local Government (Finance and Audit) Bill also requires that every council shall publish an
Annual Financial Statement and the report of the auditor thereon. The draft bill requires that the Auditor
General shall satisfy himself that the accounts are prepared in accordance with the Financial Manual, -
comply with requirements of all other statutory provisions, proper practices have been observed in the
compilation of the accounts and that the body whose accounts are being audited has made proper
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources However it
makes no requirement that the auditor perform a full audit of the council financial statements in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing or form an opinion on whether they provide a true
and fair view of the activities of the council.

The draft Local Government (Finance and Audit) Bill also makes repeated reference to the role of the
Auditor General, rather than the NAO. This could be perceived as being inconsistent with the
Constitution of The Gambia 1997 which established the NAO.

6.1.5 Human resource management in financial management

Local government salanes are paid in accordance with Central Govemment's Integrated Pay Scale scales.
These pay scales are highly uncompetitive when compared with the private sector or donor organisations
operating in The Gambia. The combination of low salaries and a history of political intervention in
appointment and dismissal of council executives make it impossible to attract appropriately qualified staff
to financial positions.

The Local Government Act proposes the establishment of a Local Government Service Commission,
which assumes responsibility for making appointments to offices in the Local Government Service This
Commission is yet to take effect and set up general and uniform guidelines for appointment, promotion
and discipline, and also to review the terms and conditions of service of persons holding offices in Local
Government Service. Appointments, promotions, transfers and discipline is still being camed out by
Central Government and the terms and conditions of service as outlined in Central Government's General
Orders still apply to the Local Government service.

There is no formal performance appraisal system to identify, encourage and remunerate performing staff.
The movement from one grade point to the next is automatic (annually) and from one grade scale to the
next depends on recommendation by the respective head of department (ad hoc).

Whilst the local councils have adequate staffing levels, staff engaged in financial management of the area
councils possess limited accounting qualifications. Only one council has any staff fully qualified to
ACCA or similar professional standard. Directors of Finance have been appointed with only level 1 AAT
qualifications and generally lack capacity to attain chartered status. This has consequently impacted on
the timeliness, quality and accuracy of financial record keeping.

The function of revenue collection is included in the Finance Departments and there is inadequate
segregation of duties between collection and recording.

6.1.6 Legislative scrutiny, ethics and integrity

The Local Government Act outlines major legislative scrutiny, ethics and integrity guidelines As part of
the Act's financial provisions, Council is accountable and answerable to its electorate for all moneys,
which accrue to Council from the electorate; and the NA for all moneys appropriated to Council from
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Central Government's Consolidated revenue fund. The Act remains silent on accountability for funds
derived from other sources.

The Local Government Act authorizes the representative of Central Government, the Area
Administrator/Commissioner to draw the attention of both the office of the Ombudsman to investigate
cases of mismanagement and Auditor General to carry out special investigation audits of a Council.
Provisions also exist which prohibit conflict of interest by officers in contracts entered into by a Council
and sets a maximum fine of D5,000 and/or a maximum jail term of two years.

Internal scrutiny is expected to be provided by internal audit teams who have unlimited access and which
report back to Council and also feedback to Wards and Municipal Coordinating Committees on the
progress on implementation of development budgets.

The accountability to the electorate and the NA for moneys received is yet to take effect and this would
largely be due to (i) lack of awareness of the general public of this right (ii) delays in updating accounting
records to facilitate preparation of up to date financial statements, and (iii) delays in enacting the Local
Government (Finance and Audit) Bill to provide legal backing to the Local Government Act on Finance
and Audit issues.

The code of ethics is set out in the council's General Orders. Staff and management are not generally
familiar with the ethical requirements laid out in General Orders although they may be applied in the
event of dishonesty leading to dismissal of staff. There is no code of ethics for Councillors. The risk of
dishonesty is high as low paid council executive and finance staff have access to large and poorly
controlled revenue sources. Instances of fraud detected in Local Council revenue collection has led to
staff dismissals or demotion to positions without direct access to revenue collection.

6.1.7 Public access to information

Council financial statements are not currently published although individual members of the public are
entitled to attend the offices and see the financial statements on payment of a fee. This has hardly taken
place in reality. Ward meetings are open to the public and a nominated ward representative is eligible to
attend full council meetings.

The draft Local Government (Finance & Audit) Bill requires that the council render an annual financial
statement to Secretary of State by 1st June plus publish the financial statements with report of the auditor
thereon at its offices.

6.2 Recommendations

There are a number of programmes supported by development partners such as the World Bank,
European Commission and the United Nations Development Programme which are assisting the
Government of Gambia's decentralisation programme. Whilst the following recommendations relate
specifically to issues of financial accountability, the importance of political and administrative reforms in
the success of any local government reform programme cannot be over emphasised, the following
recommendations should therefore be seen in the context of overall reform of the sector.

Short term (1-2 years)
* Ensure that key outstanding legislation such as the Local Government (Finance & Audit) Bill is

revised (where appropriate) and enacted with the minimum of delay. Consider the need to explicitly
state the timetables for preparation of draft financial statements and for completion of the audit.
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* Redraft the Financial & Accounting Manual as defined in the draft Local Government (Finance &
Audit) Bill with TA support. The revised Financial & Accounting Manual to have the following key
features:
o Cashbooks should be maintained on a daily basis so that cash balances may be validated daily and

bank balances reconciled monthly.
o Receipts to be banked without deduction for expenditure.
o All payments above an agreed threshold should be made by cheque and not cash.
o Collectors must be instructed to pay over all receipts (or paying in slips) to the chief cashier/

treasurer at the month end prior to closure of the main cashbook to ensure correct cut-off at
month end)

o An integrated accounting system with strong accounting controls which may be either entirely
manual or may be computerised in whole or in part. Where manual ledgers are used control totals
for all postings to be validated to sources on monthly basis.

o A permanent audit trail either through manual ledgers or a properly controlled computer system
with good security controls.

o Establish control ledgers for all key revenue streams and commnitment and expense control
ledgers.

o Appropriate controls designed to ensure expenditure cannot be incurred in excess of budget limits
including monthly financial reporting to the finance committee comparing revenue and
expenditure against budget.

o Appropriate data security measures.
o Transparency of financial reporting incorporating key donor reporting requirements.

* Ensure that legislation does not conflict with financial accountability requirements for key donors
such as the maintenance of separate bank accounts for ring fenced donor funds.

* Amend the local govemment act to the effect that Central Govemment contribution of 25% of the
council's development budget be payable within the first three month's of the financial year plus give
central government the right to withhold funds in the subsequent year where a proportion of the
budget is not spent.

* Ensure that all monies due from central government and public enterprises are paid to councils when
they fall due subject to offset of council debts to the public enterprises.

* Ensure that all subsidiary legislation on taxes and licenses levied by the councils be drafted to help
ensure maximization of revenue collection and avoidance of fraud Penalties for late payment can be
charges to encourage tax payers to make direct payments to the councils with recourse to revenue
collectors wherever possible.

* Eliminate statutory requirement for the percentage of budgetary provision to be for specific purposes.
Enhanced control can be achieved through the provision of clear targets for councils setting out the
maximum percentage of expenditure to be incurred on recurrent administrative costs, and targets for
the provision of council services and development. The council should be required to report any
variance in actual expenditure against targets in the notes attached to the annual financial statements.

* Ensure that local govemment officers and councillors are properly sensitised to the requirements of
Local Govemment legislation.

Medium term (3-5 years)
* Ensure that area council departments have sufficient staff capacity to operate and develop properly

controlled and transparent accounting and revenue collection systems. Establish minimum
qualification criteria for staff in key financial positions. Consider donor funding of key finance
positions in medium term (up to five years) designed to enhance the capacity of finance departments
through on the job training and continual development of the intemal control environment.

* Develop clear intemal audit guidelines based upon intemational best practice ensuring:
o Independence of intemal audit from revenue collection or recording.
o Focus on evaluation of the internal control environment.
O Direct reporting to council, executive and NAO.
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* Develop a risk matrix documenting known financial risks and frauds with appropriate intemal
controls determined as best practice. Ensure that the councils maintain the risk matrix in co-operation
with the NAO so that the audit functions can evaluate the implementation of intemal controls.

* Enhance the capacity of the NAO either through recruitment or contracting out of audit services to
ensure that audits of area council financial statements are carried out in accordance with International
Auditing Standards.

* Establish Local Government Service Commission to address human resource issues.
* Ensure that all financial demands from central government are properly documented (e.g. presidential

tours, national days, fuel and servicing of government vehicles etc) and cost recovery sought from
central government.

* Identification of mechanisms for the resolution of issues when political differences in council stifle
the council's capacity to deliver services.

Long term (5-lOyears)
* Annual financial statements be prepared in accordance with requirements of IPSAS of IFAC with

regards to the cash basis of accountmg.
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SECTION 7: PUBLIC ENTERPRISES

7.1 Review and assessment of the current situation

Legislation and regulatory environment
Main legislations pertaining to public enterprises (PEs) are. the Constitution, 1997, the Public Enterprise
Act, 1990 and the Companies Act, 1955, Section 175 of the Constitution states that the President appoints
the members of the Board of Directors as well as the Chief Executive of a PE. The NA must have a
committee for monitoring PEs, and a PE submit annual reports to the NA. For various reasons including
resource constraints the select committee on PEs has not been very active.

The Public Enterprise Act states that the management of a PE is responsible for the finances and
operations of the enterprise, but all decisions relating to the operations of the PE is pursuant to the
authority of the board of directors, which in turn is accountable to the Government. According to the
Public Enterprise Act, PEs must submit their annual budget, financial statements, and operational reports
to the National Investment Board (NIB). An auditor appointed by the Secretary of State for Finance, on
the advice of the AudGen, must audit annual accounts. The NIB must also be consulted on any major
investment or borrowing decisions.

However, the NIB no longer exists. NIB was dissolved in 1993 and replaced by the National Investment
Promotion Agency which was itself disbanded in 1995. Subsequently, the Gambia Divestiture Agency
(GDA) has largely assumed the responsibilities of the NIB, but this is not reflected in the law. This is a
glaring deficiency in the legal framework. At present, GDA is essentially advising the Government on
ensunng PEs' compliance with statutory requirements, and typically represents the Government on the
boards of the PEs. This is of some concern as representation on the boards impairs its ability to give
independent advice to the Government. In general, the Government needs to clarify the role of GDA with
respect to the monitoring of PEs. The GDA's only responsibility under the Gambia Divestiture Act, 2001
is overseeing the divesture of PEs.

At present, the relevant line ministries, together with the boards of the PEs, DOSFEA and GDA establish
the regulations (including the level of tariffs) of the sectors in which PEs operate. The Regulatory Act
enacted in December 2001 requires the establishment of a multi-sector regulatory Agency. The
Government plans on establishing the Agency within a year, upon the completion of an implementation
strategy prepared with technical assistance from the World Bank. The credibility of the Agency,
including perceptions of fair competition, will impact on compliance with statutory requirements. Until
the strategy is prepared, the future institutional arrangement for regulatory supervision of PEs will be
unclear. What is clear is that the present arrangement could be improved as line ministries not only set
the overall sectoral strategy, regulations and policies for the PEs but also monitor their compliance.
Ideally, there should be a separation of responsibilities for setting policies and ensuring compliance.

The Act states that the Government may enter into a performance contract with PEs. The performance
contracts provide a formal statement of obligations for both PEs and the Government. These performance
contracts were first used in The Gambia in 1986 (with technical assistance from the World Bank) and
typically set out the overall strategy and performance targets for the firm45. The contracts were meant to
improve the transparency and accountability of the objectives and operational standards of the firm. At
first, the Government took the exercise seriously and dismissed the general managers of two PEs, which
had disappointing results. Currently, sanctions are not regularly applied, although good performance has
been rewarded. The credibility of the exercise is further weakened by the Government who sometimes
not fulfil its own contractual obligations. For example, some contracts require the Government to transfer
explicit subsidies to PEs for requiring them to pursue loss-making activities (such as setting tariffs at

45 See Nellis, J. 1991
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below cost recovery rates) but this has usually not been actualised. In the past, up to six PEs were
operating with a performance contract in the form of a memorandum of understanding. Today, three have
essentially elapsed, leaving only those for Gambia Telecommunications Company Limited (GAMTEL),
Gambia Ports Authority (GPA), and Social Security and Housing Finance Corporation (SSHFC).

Corporate governance
The corporate governance framework as outlined in the Public Enterprise Act, Companies Act and the
individual Acts, which establishes PEs generally, follows international benchmarks. The framework
outlines the rights of the shareholders, the responsibility of the board, and the requirement for timely and
accurate disclosure of information through annual budgets and financial reports Although not explicitly
required in the legislative framework, the establishment of an audit committee reporting to the board of
directors would enhance effective monitonng of management by the board. The audit committee should
be composed of independent directors, one of whom should be a financial expert, and meet two or three
times a year. It is the main bulwark against poor or fraudulent financial reporting as it oversees the
relationship with the auditors. The commnittee is responsible for hiring and firing the auditors, and
assessing the independence of the auditors. It discusses with the auditors issues ranging from accounting
treatment to identification of risks. Practically speaking, capacity and resource constraints seem to exist
even for the board of directors to actively fulfil its duties. In addition changing boards of directors,
irregular meetings and frequent changes in senior management of PEs undermine the corporate
governance framework.

In some cases, Government is one of the largest customers of PEs, but at the same time heavily influences
company decisions through its representative board members. This arrangement undermines the ability of
the board to guide the PEs in resolving problems associated with the Government, such as Government
payment arrears. This is particularly problematic if the Government representative also influences
Government payments. It creates a conflict of interest where the board can no longer act in the best
interest of the company and the shareholders. In such a situation, good corporate governance practice
requires that a sufficient number of board members are independent from any economic, family or other
ties to the company

Accounting, internal controls and audit
Internal audit units/departments are not present in all PEs and even in those PEs where such units have
been established, their effectiveness is limited by issues of capacity, competence and independence. The
adequacy of accounting records varies between PEs, whilst weaknesses in internal controls have been
identified in the audit reports. For a variety of reasons including limited financial management capacity,
many of the PEs are late in submitting their budgets and their financial statements for audit. Some PEs are
between one and three years late in the submission of their financial statements.

Financial risks
There are the typical concerns regarding the Government's exposure to financial risk with respect to the
PEs. Although currently no investments in PEs are financed from the national budget, two of the nine
PEs are not self-sufficient in their operations and receive subventions from the Government. The two
firms are Maintenance Services Agency (MSA) and National Printing and Stationery Corporation
(NPSC). With respect to contingent liability, although there are no explicit guarantees on recent loans by
PEs, the Government provides on-lending arrangement by which external loans agreed between the
Government and a donor, are in turn lent in a separate loan to a PE. Essentially, this is a form of
guarantee. The chief mitigating measures taken to limit these risks are the statutory financial
accountability requirements, including the requirement that any major borrowing decision be approved by
the board of the PE, relevant line ministry, DOSFEA and the Office of the President.

Another source of financial risk is the recent tendency for PEs to accumulate arrears to the Government.
In turn, the Government has been accumulating arrears to some of the PEs. As of January 2003, PEs in
total had accumulated arrears in loan payments and taxes of D185.4 million, or 2.6 percent of GDP. On
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the other hand, the Government had arrears of D79.0 million towards the PEs, or 1.1 percent of GDP.
Government arrears were for D28.2 million for the National Water and Electricity Company Limited and
D50.8 million for GAMTEL. In the past, the Government and PEs have periodically resolved this
situation by offsetting each other's arrears. Such practices should be discouraged given that it creates
incentives to continue accumulating arrears with the expectation that the arrears will be offset in the
future.

Overall, the Government as a major shareholder is exposed to the risks associated with the overall
liability of the PEs. Such risks are especially critical in a small country such as The Gambia where PEs
play a disproportionately large role in the economy. The PE sector in terms of turnover was estimated to
be 18 percent of GDP in 1998 and 20 percent in 1999, where GAMTEL, NAWEC and GPA were the
major contributors4 6 . Total PE expenditure was equivalent to 68.6 percent of government expenditure in
1999. Due to the size of the sector, the consequence of mismanaging its risk exposure could be severe for
the government. Statutory financial accountability requirements are generally complied with, but this
only indicates that the required financial statements were submitted and audits have been conducted.
Because it is beyond the scope of the CFAA to analyse in detail the quality of the financial statements, the
findings of the audits, and how the audit findings were utilized, the present assessment should not be
considered conclusive Combined with the shortcomings of the institutional arrangements indicated
earlier and the size of the sector, the authonties should continue to be,concerned about the potential risks
presented by this sector.

Other semi autonomous organisations
In addition to the PEs, there are a number of other organisations which have a semi autonomous status
such as the University of the Gambia, Management Development Institute and the Gambia Technical
Training Institute (GTTI) that receive subventions from the government to support their activities
However their accountability for these funds does not seem to be well established. For example, the
Finance and Public Accounts Committee report of 1999 commented on the accounts of the GTTI but it is
understood that the NA have only recently received a report from the University of the Gambia which is
currently being reviewed by the select cornmittee on education.

7.2 Recommendations

Short term (1-2 years)
* The Public Enterprise Act should be updated, and institutional arrangements for ensuring PEs'

compliance with statutory requirements should be clanfied, including the role of GDA
* The board should have a sufficient number of members capable of exercising independent judgment

for tasks, which have a potential for conflict of interest, for instance resolving arrears by the
Government, and Government representatives on the board should not be persons who directly
influence Government payment to the PEs.

* The practice of offsetting payment arrears between the Government and PEs should be discouraged,
an exercise carried out to quantify all existing arrears between Government and PEs and between PEs
themselves and a plan fornulated for their settlement

* Improve the capacity of boards of directors to review financial statements and audit reports.

Medium term (3-5 years)
* In the context of the government's divestiture programme, performance contracts should be applied

more evenly, both in terms of coverage of PEs and the enforcement of sanctions.
* Public enterprises should establish and maintain audit committees, but practical solutions such as

sharing committees should be considered given resource constraints.

46 See Republic of The Gambia Public Enterprise Sector Review. 2002
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SECTION 8: NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

8.1 Review and assessment of the current situation

Legislation and regulatory environment
NGOs register under a two-tier system. First, they register as charities at the Attorney General's
Chambers under the Companies Act. This allows the entities to operate legally, and also provides limited
access to duty waivers. There are estimated to be in the region of 1,000 charities in the Gambia, the
majority of which are very small.

Entities that meet the criteria set out in the NGO Decree 81 of 1996, can then register as an NGO with the
NGO Affairs Agency. This allows entities continued access to limited duty waivers, raises their profile
domestically and internationally and permits registration with The Association of NGOs (TANGO). It
does however imply a registration and annual fee with NGO Affairs plus a higher level of scrutiny

The Protocol of Accord of the NGO Decree requires all NGOs to submit to the NGO Affairs Agency a
detailed annual work programme and budget. At the end of the year the NGO is required to submit a
detailed annual report, highlighting progress on activities undertaken during the year, work plans for the
following year and financial statements audited by NGO Affairs Agency approved auditors. Those NGOs
that do not comply with this requirement should either be cautioned or have the NGO status revoked All
NGOs are required to have governing boards of directors of at least seven members responsible for policy
and major administrative decisions including internal control.

Compliance
There are 95 registered NGOs in the Gambia. Collectively they account for an annual turnover of
approximately DlOOm. Approximately half of this funding is from donors and govemment, the other half
being from NGO generated funds. However, this information is an estimate, due to the figures not being
aggregated by TANGO or NGO Affairs. This represents a serious gap in the information that should be
available on the sector.

For the year 2002, about half registered NGOs submitted their reports to NGO Affairs. These reports were
assessed by NGO Affairs to be generally satisfactory, although there were areas of weakness. Due to the
limited size of most NGOs, they do not have internal audit functions. Not all the reports submitted were
independently audited, as is required by the NGO Decree. This reflects the high relative cost of auditing,
particularly for small NGOs. In response to this, the Agency accept letters from donors stating that the
NGOs financial statements are acceptable to them. Given the resource limits of many NGOs, this is a
sensible decision. For those NGOs that do not have a reliable system of audit or their accounts are not
subject to donor scrutiny, the NGO affairs office insists on an independent audit.

The NGO Affairs Agency has 13 staff. The 2003 budget provides only for recurrent expenditure, with no
development budget for training, capacity building workshops or even for funding the capital required for
monitoring and evaluation Follow-up and compliance monitoring by the NGO Affairs Agency is
therefore tightly constrained by capacity and budget constraints. As a result, monitoring is not effectively
being carried out, and financial accountability of all NGOs cannot be assured.

Reform
The NGO Decree is currently being reviewed for enactment. It is hoped that a new Bill will be considered
in Parliament in 2004. The need for amendments reflects the changes taking place in government,
including decentralisation and local government reform. This review should allow the legislation to be
more flexible, in response to the limited capacity and resources of many NGOs.
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The NGO Affairs Agency has also recently restructured its programme staff to ensure that individual staff
roles contribute effectively to the overall purpose of the Agency New units have been established for
monitoring and evaluation, information, education and communication to respond to the growing demand
for NGO information and communication. The Agency intends to set up a database accessible though a
website and facilitated through a local area network.

8.2 Recommendations

NGO accountability is critical for establishing and maintaining the sector as an effective delivery
mechanism. The following recommendations are given, based on the reform programmes underway and
planned.

Short term (1-2 years)
* NGO Affairs needs more resources (both recurrent and development) to carry out their monitoring

function properly. This would allow them to implement their plan to increase data collection,
processing and dissemination. This would increase the demand for NGO's to be financially
accountable. It would also allow aggregate data to be available on the sector.

* NGO Affairs to conduct a needs assessment, to determine the priority training needs for NGOs to
increase financial accountability. This training should consider the need to support report writing,
basic accounting procedures for non-accountants, and producing financial statements.

* Review the NGO decree to recognize in its analysis and recommendations the fact that the capacity of
NGOs varies.

* To promote accountability between all NGOs and civil society, it is recommended that NGOs
advertise the release of either the financial statements or audited financial statements in the local
press, providing the public with access to the information.

Medium term (3-5 years)
* NGO Affairs needs to work more closely with the DOSFEA in order to ensure both policy co-

ordination and to ensure that the budget reflects all donor and relevant NGO activities.
* Establish a pooled accountancy resource for NGOs to call on. This would be one or two accountancy

staff located either in TANGO or in NGO Affairs. The role of the pooled accountancy resource would
be to provide guidance to NGOs on producing reports etc as and when required. This would
supplement the formal training courses.
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SECTION 9: THE ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING PROFESSION

9.1 Review and assessment of the current situation

Legislative and regulatory environment
The local professional accountancy body, the GAA, is statutorily recognised by The Accountants Act,
1991. The act gives the GAA all the responsibilities of a professional accounting body, including
education, training and examination, professional standards, ethics and discipline, publications and
support services and liaison with other international accountancy bodies The Association was first
registered as a Company limited by guarantee in April 1979. It has self-regulating powers for governing
the accountancy profession in The Gambia and to grant certificates of accreditation and practices'
certification. The objectives of GAA are summarised in the table below.

Table 7: Objectives of the Gambia Association of Accountants

Professional

v Designation of GAA as the sole professional accountancy body in the country responsible for all
accounting professionals and technicians registered within The Gambia.

/ Statutory restriction of the use of the words "Accountant" and "Auditor" to those eligible and
qualified to be registered members of GAA.

/ To increase the number of qualified accountants at both the technician and professional levels.
/o To attract international funding and utilize the resources available in the most economical and

efficient manner.

Educational

/ Develop and introduce suitable curricula for taxation and company law for The Gambia as part of the
syllabus for professional training.

VI Collaborate with an intemationally recognized professional Accountancy Body with the view to
conducting a joint examination scheme in the very near future

/ Review the courses in Accountancy that are currently available in the country, to ensure that each
course maintains the required standard for the type of graduates that it aims to produce.

Regulatorv

/ Strengthening of the legislation to ensure that the standard of accounting reports is maintained at
intemational levels and meets the needs of The Gambian business environment as well as statutory
conventional and disclosure requirements of the Govemment.

/ Collaborate with the legal profession for the development of Company Law and other legislation that
is necessary to ensure that all commercial and non-commercial organizations act in a responsible manner
and report accordingly.

/ Adoption of relevant Intemational Accountancy Standards appropriate to the business environment
and Govemment regulations within The Gambia.

The governing body of the GAA is its Council. It consists of 5 elected executive officials of the
Association, including the President, plus three members designated by the Government, namely:

* the Solicitor General and Legal Secretary - Department of State for Justice;

* the PS of DOSFEA; and
* the PS of PMO.

GAA has so far established four standing committees to enhance the effective implementation of the
Association, namely:
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* Membership, Admissions and Disciplinary Committee: responsible for considering applications for
membership from prospective members and maintaining professional discipline and compliance with
laws, rules and regulations.

* Technical Committee: responsible for making recommendations to the Council on technical matters
relating to accountancy and related subjects.

* Education and Training Committee: handling registration of student members, designing training
programmes for both technicians and fully qualified accountants, conducting examinations and
designing and assessing approved accounting experience and continuing professional development.

* Finance and Fund Raising Committee: mobilizes resources to fund the GAA's approved programmes
and activities and is responsible for the preparation of the budget and accounts of the Association.

The GAA depends largely on voluntary services to run its activities. As a non-profit making organisation,
it depends entirely on subscriptions from members and contributions from grants and from fund raising
activities for funding its activities. The GAA does not receive any subsidies from Govemment. As of June
2001, the association had 135 members consisting of 15 Fellows; 25 Associates; 35 Affiliates and 60
Student members4 7. The membership register is kept manually and the GAA is currently updating and
computerising the register.

The GAA is a member of the Association of Accountancy Bodies in West Africa (AABWA), a regional
body established to promote improved accountancy within the region. Currently The Gambia is president
of the association which has its secretariat in Nigeria.

Currently there are too few professionally qualified nationals, to respond to the demand for increased
public accountability and probity and transparency of both public and private sector financial transactions.
Given the limited educational and training facilities in the country on the one hand, and prospects for
increased demand from the private sector on the other, the shortfall is unlikely to be adequately met from
the local population, using local resources and facilities.

Professional education and continued professional development training
There are three public educational institutions in the Gambia that provide accountancy training. The
Management Development Institute and The Gambia Technical Training Institute both offer training at the
technician level while the University of the Gambia offers a four-year economics degree course with a
major in accounting. The GAA reviews the syllabi and course contents offered by the first two institutions
to ensure that they comply with training requirements of the intemationally recognised Association of
Accounting Technicians There are several other private institutions offering a variety of courses in
accounting. A few local institutions support students with tuition to prepare for intemational accounting
examinations at either the professional or accounting technician level. The shortage of suitable local
institutions to conduct full professional examinations is a major constraint to expanding accounting
education. Also, there is a need to review and upgrade the curricula on financial management, accounting
and auditing.

The GAA does not administer its own examination for high level professional accounting training. Students
obtain their professional qualifications through recognised intemational training programmes and are then
accredited locally. Qualifications such as ACCA, ICMA, CPA, CA and CIPFA, together with acceptable
practical experience4 8, are regarded to be appropriate for licensing a member to practice in The Gambia.
The ICMA qualifications require a very limited knowledge and experience of auditing and, in addition, the
CIPFA qualification is a public sector qualification. There are concerns that these qualifications are not
appropriate for practicing in the private sector.

47 A Graduate member is a member who passed the ACCA exam but do not have three years practical experience
yet An Associate member is a person with an ACCA qualification plus three years of experience A Fellow is an
Associate who has five years experience
48 The GAA normally requires a total of 3 years appropriate practical experience, which has to be obtained within
the 6 years beginning 3 years prior to passing the professional examination and ending 3 years subsequently.
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While Continuing Professional Development (CPD) is not mandatory for members, it is highly
recommended. However, this is not monitored.

Professional and technical standards
The Gambia is yet to formally adopt internationally accepted accounting and auditing standards, but most
professionals comply with and implement standards promulgated by either accounting bodies in the United
Kingdom or internationally recognised institutions such as the International Accounting Standards Board
and IFAC. The GAA is considering the possibility of adopting International Accounting Standards and
International Standards of Auditing in the near future but in the interim, through its Code of Ethics tries to
ensure compliance with the above-mentioned standards. While the use of internationally recognized
accounting and auditing standards provide an opportunity for practice enhancement, their enforcement is
hampered by the fact that this is not legally backed by any statute. Also, there is no quality control or
peer assessment programme to monitor local auditing firms to ensure that they comply with munimum
standards and maintain high technical standards.

Major future developments
The accountancy profession in The Gambia, as it is currently organized, is very young. The Government
has received a grant from the World Bank towards the cost of a project to strengthen the capacity of the
Accounting and Auditing profession The purpose of the grant is, inter alia, to (1) strengthen the capacity
of the GAA, (2) improve the local accounting and auditing curricula and training programmes, (3) set up
an appropriate accounting professional examination scheme, (4) upgrade and strengthen training facilities
at local training institutions, (5) update the tax and company laws, and (6) strengthen the NAO through
training and computerization. These specific activities should be completed by the end of June 2004 and
it is envisaged that most of the following short-term recommendations will be implemented through this
support, although it is recognised that the new company law is unlikely to be enacted within the next
twelve months. As mentioned earlier in section 3.3, DFID has also expressed interest in funding a
programme to strengthen public sector accounting and auditing functions.

9.2 Recommendations

The fiduciary risks related to insufficient regulation and compliance mechanisms of the profession can be
reduced through the following measures and as noted in an earlier paragraph, work on the short term
measures has already commenced with support from the World Bank.

Short term (1-2 years)
* Upgrade the GAA into an Institute of Chartered Accountants.
* GAA to adopt international accounting and auditing standards.
* Update tax and company laws in line with internationally accepted benchmarks, while reflecting local

circumstances.
* Improve the local accounting and auditing curricula, and establish an appropriate accounting

professional examination scheme
* Strengthen the capacity of local institutions to provide appropriate accounting and auditing training.
* Revise the qualifications required for membership of the GAA to be consistent with international

entry requirements

Medium term (3-5 years)
* Develop and maintain a QualitylPeer review, scheme
* Implement the CPD programme.
* GAA needs to build its capacity to provide technical support to its members through investment in

information management for more effective information dissernination.
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APPENDIX 1: FIDUCIARY RISK ANALYSIS

1. The CFAA discusses the strengths and weaknesses of public sector financial management. However, it does not provide the reader with a clear picture
as to the level of fiduciary assurance that can be derived from existing systems of public sector financial management, expenditure control and
procurement. As such, they do not explicitly incorporate the concept of risk. This section attempts to fill this analytical void by providing a brief but
structured analysis of fiduciary risk, based on a model developed by the DFID.

2. A fiduciary risk assessment determines whether it is reasonable to expect that the resources transferred will be used for the intended purposes, properly
accounted for and that the expenditure will represent value for money.

3. Fiduciary risk analysis is provided for a number of reasons. First, there is demand from the public for government transparency and accountability.
Second, development partners are increasingly working through government systems by providing adjustment lending, debt relief and sector
programmes, increasing the need for assessing the country's own public financial management system. Development partners are also increasing their
focus on improving government systems, thereby requiring a clear understanding of opportunities for improving the country's public financial
management.

4. This fiduciary risk analysis considers nine "Good Practice Principles" and 18 benchmarks for assessing adherence to them. This is based on the agreed
OECD/ DAC guidelines. However, it does not include analysis of revenue laws as this was outside the scope of the CFAA It has also included an
additional benchmark on expenditure control to give explicit weight to operation of internal control

5. On each principle, a rating has been made on a scale from A (negligible risk) to E (high risk). These ratings represent the level of seriousness and
concern with which any prudential shortcoming is viewed by the CFAA team. These ratings do not reflect a desired sequencing of reform, which should
be determined nationally

Conmimiients Rating

1. A clear set of rules governs the The budget planning and resource allocation framework broadly follows international practice. C
budget process However, in implementation, there are a number of serious deficiencies in budget formulation,

resulting in poor resource allocation. These are largely the result of weak linkages between
1.1 A budget law specifying fiscal expenditures and policies, poor integration of the recurrent and development budgets and

management responsibilities is in unrealistic costings. The budget classification system does not adhere to a generally accepted
operation international standard such as the GFS. The recurrent budget is organized according to

administrative units The development budget is organized by projects under broad functional
1.2 Accounting policies and account code categones, then classified according to the economic classification. The development budget does

classifications are published and not have an administrative classification. The economic classification of the development and
applied recurrent budgets do not correspond to each other.
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1_Momtrmwmpw, Coillnlnents Rating
lBenchmarks for Assessment

2. The budget is comprehensive Formal coordination mechanisms to link aid policies, projects and programmes to the PRSP and D
budget are not clearly established. Joint working between Government and development partners

2 1 All general government activities are is limited, with donors using their own implementation arrangements. There have been serious
included in the budget concerns over the proliferation of below-the-line accounts, however these have begun to be

addressed by Government. Also, DOSFEA is unable to project and record the aid disbursements
2.2 Extra-budgetary expenditure is not This is due to poor information flows and coordination between development partners, DOSFEA
material and spending ministries.

3. The budget is aligned with national Sectors are not specifying their policy objectives, target outputs or outcomes, in order to D
development strategy (supports pro- determine the operational relationship between expenditures and the outputs and outcomes.
poor strategies) Recurrent and development expenditures are not viewed together in terms of their impact on the

objectives. Multiyear expenditures are not integrated into the budget cycle, however the
3.1 Budget allocations are broadly Government plans to implement a MTEF.
consistent with any medium term
expenditure plans for the sector or for
overall budget

4. The budget is a reliable guide to Regular overspending and the build-up of arrears indicate that budget estimates are still C
actual expenditure unrealistic, Currently a cash-based budget is in place, which establishes monthly expenditure

limits. This version of a cash-based budget addresses some of the concerns of this type of system,
4.1 Budget outturn shows a high level of for example by controlling cash outlays at the commitment stage and prioritising PRSP related
consistency with the budget expenditures. The development budget has been particularly poorly prepared, heavily

overestimating expenditures.

5. Expenditure within the year is Significant delays in maintaining the general ledger, results in monthly fiscal reporting not being D
controlled prepared in a reliable and in a timely manner. DOSFEA cannot effectively monitor fiscal

developments, including whether aggregate fiscal discipline is being maintained, and
5.1 In-year reporting of actual expenditure consequently necessary adjustments in budget executions are delayed. In the interim, the

NEFCOM is compiling monthly figures on actual revenue and expenditure. The current internal
5.2 Internal controls operating to prevent control system falls short of providing reasonable assurance for achieving effectiveness and
fraud and error efficiency of operations, reliability of financial reporting and compliance with applicable laws and

regulations. The internal audit function is limited to verifying requests for payment against
5.3 Systems operating to control virement, approved budget lines. It is providing an internal control function, not audit. While the cash-based
commutments and arrears budget enforces strict control over budget execution, a number of concerns remain. First, that it

increases the bureaucratic burden and delays. Second, that it undermines spending departments
ownership of their budget allocation. And finally, that aggregate fiscal discipline is achieved at the

._____________________________________ expense of strategic resource allocation and efficient service delivery.
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Colllielnts

6. Govermment carries out procurement While a CPAR is programmed to be conducted by the World Bank in FY05, the CBEMP is Not
in line with principles of value for currently supporting procurement reforms. This comprises a new procurement code and enabling rated
money and transparency legislation, covering both centralised and decentralized entities

6.1 Appropriate use of competitive
tendering rules

6.2 Decision making is recorded and
auditable

6.3 Effective action taken to identify and
eliminate corruption

7. Reporting of expenditure is timely Bank reconciliations that should ideally be done monthly are having to be performed on a E
and accurate quarterly basis for a variety of reasons including delays in receiving bank statements and details of

entries summarized thereon. The reconciliation of the Treasury main bank account for December
7.1 Reconciliation of fiscal and bank 2002 had been done by 31 March 2003. Reporting has been the most problematic area in the past.
records is carried out on a routine basis Late production of financial statements for historical and other reasons, non compliance with rules

and regulations and a proliferation of government bank accounts make the state of government
7.2 Audited annual accounts are submitted accounting and reporting in the Gambia, a matter of concern. At present, financial statements for
to parliament within the statutory period the period 1 July 1991 to 31 December 1999 have been finalized and were submitted for audit.

8. There is effective independent Although no audit opinion had been issued on financial statements since 1 July 1983, routine audit D
scrutiny of govermnent expenditure work is conducted in Government agencies and the Auditor General regularly issues management

letters on the findings. The previous Auditor General was removed from office in 2000 following
8.1 Government accounts are a commission of enquiry. As the findings of the commission were not made public, concerns were
independently audited raised. However, the Government has pledged that it will strengthen governance in the public

sector and therefore it is hoped that the current Auditor General will be able to report
8.2 Government agencies are held to independently. Generally, there are significant delays in responding to audit queries as a result of
account for mismanagement and civil servants not understanding the purpose of audits. Also, the process of follow-up is not robust
criticisms and recommendations by the or rigorous.
auditors are followed up

9. The budget process is transparent DOSFEA has been conducting participatory consultative workshops on the budget for the past C
two years. The workshops are organized forums through which representatives of various public

9.1 Information on the fiscal activities of agencies and the private sector, including line departments and civil society organizations,
government is available in the public exchange views and information on economic forecasts, sector goals and policies, and expenditure
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Comments Rating

domain priorities. SPACO plays a leading role in coordinating efforts to implement participatory
methodologies.

9 2 Information presented in a way that The Executive presents the budget estimates less than the 30 days before the end of the year and
facilitates policy analysis and promotes this gives the PAC and NA little time to scrutinize the estimates. Furthermore the PAC and NA
accountability could not meaningfully debate the 2003 annual budget because the 2001 and 2002 actual revenue

and expenditure figures were not available There is a notable fiduciary risk in the sense that the
short period between presentation of estimates and year-end as well as the absence of actual
revenue and expenditure figures will together significantly compromise the ability of the
legislature to effectively appraise the economic plans and budgets of the Government.
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